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Summary
Ethernet is becoming a preferred technology to be extended to Metro Area Net-
works (MANs) due to its low cost, simplicity and ubiquity. However, the traditional
spanning tree based Ethernet protocol does not meet the requirements for MANs
in terms of fast recovery and guaranteed protection, despite the advancement of
Ethernet standardization and commercialization. In the literature, some surviv-
ability schemes in Metro Ethernet networks have been proposed to solve the slow
spanning tree convergence problem. Most of these schemes are either centralized
or have high signaling overhead. In addition, few works have considered backup
capacity reservation in Metro Ethernet networks to provide guaranteed protection.
The aim of our study is to propose and analyze novel distributed survivability
ix
Summary x
schemes which can provide fast and guaranteed protection for Metro Ethernet net-
works.
In this study, we rstly propose and discuss a local restoration mechanism for
Metro Ethernet networks using multiple spanning trees, which is distributed, fast,
and does not need failure notication. Upon failure of a single link, the upstream
switch locally restores trac to pre-congured backup spanning trees. The mecha-
nism can provide guaranteed protection with short recovery time and low signaling
overhead, but requires high cost hardware implementation. A fast spanning tree
reconnection (FSTR) mechanism which has much lower implementation cost to
handle single link failure is then proposed. Under FSTR mechanism, a distributed
failure recovery protocol is activated to reconnect the broken spanning tree us-
ing a reconnect-link not on the original spanning tree when a single link failure
happens. To implement the protocol, failure notication and switching table re-
conguration are carefully designed. We further improve the FSTR mechanism by
a novel approach to handle double-link failures. Finally, a two-layer architecture
for survivability in Ethernet over WDM networks is presented.
The proposed mechanisms in this thesis require pre-conguration of spanning
trees in the network and pre-allocation of backup capacity to provide guaranteed
protection. We develop integer linear programming models (ILP)to formulate each
proposed survivability schemes. We theoretically prove that the pre-conguration
problem of local restoration and FSTR schemes are NP-Complete. We develop
Summary xi
several ecient algorithms, including two heuristics for local restoration mechanis-
m and an augmentation based algorithm for FSTR mechanism. We demonstrate
the eectiveness of the proposed survivability schemes through numerical result-
s obtained from solving ILP models and simulation results on various network
topologies and scenarios.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Computer Networks which provide vast amount of information and resources great-
ly facilitating communications, business and studies have become indispensable in
our lives today. Computer networks can be broadly classied into Local Area Net-
works (LANs) commonly covering a building or a university, Metropolitan Area
Networks (MANs) commonly covering a metropolitan region, and Wide Area Net-
work (WANs) covering as large as a whole country. In LANs, Ethernet, a family
of frame-based computer networking technologies, plays the dominant role. Af-
ter being originally developed by Xerox Corporation in early 1970s, Ethernet has
evolved into the most widely implemented physical and link layer protocol in LAN-
s. Nowadays, almost all computers are equipped with Ethernet cards, and more
than 90% of data trac starts or terminates at Ethernet LANs [1]. Moreover, the
development of Ethernet keeps on accelerating even though a lot of replacement
1
2network technologies have emerged.
Recent progress on Ethernet technology paves the way for its further deploy-
ment in MANs, termed Metro Ethernet networks. A Metro Ethernet network is
based on Ethernet technology and covers a metropolitan region. Ethernet pro-
tocols to support metro and wide are network services have been and are being
standardized, such as IEEE 802.1Qay which lets network operators dene the end-
to-end path in Ethernet networks; IEEE 802.1ah which resolves the scalability
problem of Ethernet when it is used in large networks, and IEEE 802.1ad which
provides more VLAN to support various services. In hardware, 10Gbps Ethernet
switch is available o-the-shelf, and 40 Gbps Ethernet switch is under developmen-
t. Compared with the traditional technologies deployed in MANs, Metro Ethernet
technology has the advantage of economy of scale, ubiquity, high-bandwidth, ease
of congurations, support on various network layer technologies and scalability [2].
In Metro Ethernet networks, survivability which is the ability to continuously
transmit trac even when parts of the network has failed is strongly required due to
the fact that a failure of a network component in MANs would result in serious data
trac disruptions [3]. However, traditional Ethernet lacks survivability. With more
and more critical data services provided in metropolitan regions, it is necessary to
design fast, reliable and ecient survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks.
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In the subsequent sections of this chapter, Metropolitan Area Networks and tra-
ditional Ethernet technology will be introduced at rst, followed by an overview of
Metro Ethernet networks. Then the research objectives of the thesis are presented.
1.1 Metropolitan Area Networks
Metropolitan Area networks are large computer networks usually spanning a city,
typically consisting of thousands or millions of hosts and servers and are established
over optical bers [4]. A MAN covers a geographical area larger than a LAN, but
smaller than a WAN. A MAN is structured as a set of interconnected LANs that
work together in order to provide access and services within a metropolitan re-
gion. It is also the rst span of the network that connects subscribers to the WAN
[5]. Current MANs can provide various network services, e.g., Internet Connectiv-
ity, Transparent LAN, Virtual Private Network (VPN), and Voice over IP (VoIP)
services.
SONET (Synchronous Optical Networks) is the most widely used protocol in
MANs, which was originally introduced by Bell Labs in 1985 [6]. SONET is a
synchronous system controlled by a master clock. The basic unit of framing in
SONET is a STM-1 (Synchronous Transport Module level-1), which operates at
the rate of 155.52 Mbps. Each frame consists of two parts, the transport overhead
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and path virtual envelope. Data encapsulated in the path virtual envelop is trans-
mitted by frames on an established end-to-end path. Since SONET is a connection
oriented network and originally designed for voice and lease line services, it is not
applicable for emerging date applications.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is another technology used in MANs.
ATM, as a standardized digital data transmission technology, is implemented as
a network protocol. It was rst developed in the mid 1980s [7]. ATM is a cell-
based switching technique that uses asynchronous time division multiplexing. An
ATM cell consists of a 5-byte header and a 48-byte payload. ATM has proper-
ties from both circuit switched and small packet switched networking. It uses a
connection-oriented model and establishes a virtual circuit between two endpoints
for transmission. With xed sized cell switching and virtual circuit establishment,
ATM can support voice services as well as packet based services, making it suitable
for MANs. It also can realize various QoS and trac engineering functions, such
as shaping, policing and admission control. However, ATM is in the process of be-
ing displaced by Ethernet-based technologies due to its high cost and complicated
management.
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1.2 Switching Ethernet Technology
1.2.1 Switching and Bridging
Ethernet was originally designed for LANs which has a shared medium architec-
ture. With the increase of the network scale, bridges and switches are developed to
improve the network transmission eciency and reliability. Bridging and switching
are created to communicate at the data link layer while isolating the physical lay-
er. Bridges are used to connect two Ethernet segments, while switches can connect
multiple Ethernet segments. With them, only well-formed Ethernet packets are
forwarded from one Ethernet segment to another. Meanwhile, collisions and pack-
et errors are isolated. Bridges and switches learn where devices are by examining
MAC addresses of incoming packets before they were either dropped or forward-
ed to another segment, and do not forward packets across segments when they
know the destination address is not located in that direction. Finally, switching
and bridging make Ethernet a store-and-forward network called Ethernet switched
network, where the frame in the networks would be read into a buer on the switch
in its entirety, veried against its checksum and then forwarded according to its
MAC address.
Unlike IP networks which require complex signaling structure to exchange in-
formation among each station and establish routing tables, Ethernet switch or
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bridge maintains and self-learns a forwarding table for frame forwarding. The for-
warding table is used to map a destination MAC address to an output port. An
incoming Ethernet frame looks up the forwarding table and is switched to the cor-
responding output port of a switch. If the frame cannot nd an output port, it
is broadcasted to all the downstream links, which is called ooding. The frame
may be ooded all over the network until it reaches the destination. If the source
of the frame is not listed in the forwarding table of the switch, the switch creates
an entry and registers the MAC address. In future, it will forward all the frames
with this MAC address to the corresponding output port. This procedure is called
backward learning. Since Ethernet frames do not have a time to live (TTL) eld,
to avoid deadlock during ooding phase, Ethernet frames must be transported in
a topology without any loops.
1.2.2 IEEE Spanning Tree Protocol
Current Ethernet switched networks use a spanning tree protocol family to yield
loop free topology, including IEEE 802.1d Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [8], IEEE
802.1w Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [9] and IEEE 802.1s Multiple Span-
ning Tree Protocol (MSTP) [10].
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Spanning Tree Protocol
IEEE 802.1d Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [8] is a link layer network protocol
that ensures a loop-free topology for any bridged LAN and switched Ethernet
networks. The spanning tree computed by Ethernet switches using STP is a root
based shortest path spanning tree, which means the path between root switch and
any other switch on the spanning tree is the shortest one. To build the spanning
tree, every switch in the network broadcasts its unique identier, and a switch with
the smallest identier is selected as the root switch. Each switch then computes
the cost of all its possible paths to the root, selects the least cost path, and sets
the port connecting to that path as the root port. Each switch also computes the
path cost to the root from any other switch. The switch with the least cost path
is selected, and the path connecting to the switch is set as the designated port.
Bridge Protocol Data Unit (BPDU) is used for STP to exchange identiers of each
switch and path cost.
With STP, there are ve possible port states for a port of an Ethernet switch. In
the blocking state, data frames will be blocked but BPDUs can still be received and
processed. In the listening state, data frames are still blocked, the port can receive
and send BPDUs. It waits for new information to cause it return to blocking state.
In the learning state, the port does not forward frames but learns source addresses
of frames and adds them to the forwarding table. In the forwarding state, the port
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receives and sends data frames. In the disable state, BPDU and data frames are
all discarded.
The problem of STP is its slow convergence speed after spanning tree topology
change resulting from link failure, switch failure or the addition of a link or a
switch. Upon a topology change, all the designated switches intervened by the
change would send BPDUs to the root switch. After being notied, the root
switch broadcasts the topology change messages to all the designated switches.
The designated switches receive the message, then wait until the root switch clear
the topology change. In the end, all the designated switches resume learning and
forwarding operations. The problem is during the re-convergence, trac would
be disrupted by twice the forwarding delay. Commonly, the spanning tree re-
convergence would take about tens of seconds after a topology change.
Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
IEEE 802.1w Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [9] is based on STP with
backward compatibility. It is developed to provide fast recovery of spanning trees
from topology change and can be regarded as an evolution of STP.
RSTP increase the speed of spanning tree re-convergence after the topology
change in several aspects:
 A switch monitors the change of link states at each of its port. It generates
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topology change message upon any change of link status. Hence, failure
detection can be done in 3 hello time.
 Add new port designations, alternate port and backup port. The alternate
port is the backup of the root port. For any failure that makes the root port
disabled, The alternate port is quickly used to play the role of new root port.
The backup port is the backup of the designated port.
 In RSTP, a switch will respond to BPDUs sent from the direction of the
root bridge, called sync operation. As soon as the switch receives a BPDU
from another switch in the direction of the root and determine that this is
a superior root information, it changes its other ports to discarding state.
It then negotiates with the switch who sends the BPDU and conforms the
spanning tree information received. The switch who sends the BPDU can
rapidly change that port connecting with the rst switch from the discarding
to the forwarding state bypassing the traditional listening and learning state
transition. This creates a cascading eect from the root bridge where each
designated bridge handshakes to its neighbors to determine if it can make a
rapid transition.
Spanning tree re-convergence time with RSTP is much faster than STP, but still
can be as long as several seconds which contributes to two major problems [11].
When a root bridge failure happens, RSTP may take several seconds to converge
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(5s). The count-to-innity behavior can occur when the root fails and the resulting
reconguration holds a loop [12]. To prevent loops, RSTP negotiates every port
transition, and port negotiation may result in large reconguration delays if the
root bridge is involved in the failure.
Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol
Both STP and RSTP are based on a single spanning tree, which prohibit many
links in the network. Per VLAN Spanning Tree Protocol (PVST) is developed by
Cisco to fully utilize the network resources, in which multiple spanning trees are
established in the network, and each spanning tree is given a dedicated Virtual
LAN ID. By tagging dierent VLAN tags in the edge node, frames could be trans-
ported over dierent spanning trees. IEEE 802.1s Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol
(MSTP) [10] is the evolution of PVST. Besides building multiple spanning trees,
MSTP also allows multiple VLANs to be mapped to one spanning tree, making
the protocol more exible than PVST.
The strength of MSTP is that it can provide better network resource utilization
and network connectivity than STP and RSTP. Trac engineering can be realized
by using MSTP. The MSTP can provide multiple paths between each node pair,
and thus is more exible to provide guaranteed QoS tunnels and load balancing in
the network. However, it is not a trivial task for MSTP to congure and manual
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conguration has to be used to properly congure all the Ethernet elements. Com-
pared with the routing algorithm in MPLS and IP networks, multiple spanning
trees based routing algorithms still lack exibility. Moreover, since an Ethernet
switch cannot support too many spanning trees due to the cost and complexity of
Ethernet switch (commonly less than 64), how to provide services with a limited
number of spanning trees is still challenging.
1.2.3 IEEE Virtual LAN Protocol
A virtual LAN, commonly known as VLAN, is a set of hosts which are located at
dierent parts of the network, but communicate in a way as if these hosts are in
the same physical LAN.
The protocol commonly used today to congure VLAN is IEEE 802.1q [13].
Frames are tagged with VLAN information. 802.1q uses a frame-internal eld for
tagging, so frame modication is needed. The IEEE 802.1q header contains a 4-
byte tag header including a 2-byte tag protocol identier (TPID) and a 2-byte
tag control information (TCI). TCI eld contains 3 bit priority eld which is also
known as Class of Service (CoS) eld, 1 bit canonical format indicator, and 12 bit
VLAN ID. A VLAN ID is added to a frame when they enter into the Ethernet
switched network, then the frame can only be transmitted among the members
of the assigned VLAN. The frame cannot be sent to a host not belonging to the
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VLAN unless its VLAN ID is changed or the host participates in the VLAN. VLAN
assignment can be static or dynamic. Static VLANs assignment is also called port
based VLANs in which a port is assigned to a VLAN, and all the hosts attached
to a port should be members of the same VLAN. Dynamic VLAN assignment can
dynamically map dierent VLANs to a port.
With the development of Ethernet technologies and increase of network scale,
802.1q suers from the scalability problem. It is because traditional 802.1q pro-
tocol only has 12 bit to represent the unique VLAN ID for each VLAN. However,
this is not enough in large scale networks especially when Ethernet is deployed
in provider networks. Hence IEEE 802.1ad protocol [14], as an amendment of
802.1q, is developed to resolve the scalability problem. The main idea is to add a
new VLAN eld. A provider network stack its own VLAN ID outside the original
VLAN ID of the frames. Therefore, frames are transmitted using providers VLAN
ID in the provider network without knowing the internal VLAN ID. The protocol is
also called Q-in-Q protocol, and it can resolve the scalability problem of Ethernet
to some extent.
1.3 Metro Ethernet Networks
Metro Ethernet technology has become an integral element of todays telecommu-
nications industry. Metro Ethernet, with its sophisticated carrier-class features,
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has signicantly transformed the telecom industry and has enabled the industry
to provide numerous services to vast areas at a lower cost. A comprehensive glob-
al report on Metro Ethernet markets released recently predict that Global Metro
Ethernet market is projected to reach 19.5 billion US dollar by the year 2015. At
present, there are mainly three proposals of Ethernet deployment in MANs: Eth-
ernet transport network, Ethernet over SONET and Ethernet over MPLS. The
rst one uses Ethernet switches in metro networks, thus no translation between
protocols is needed. Ethernet over SONET is to transport Ethernet connection
over SONET networks, which is due to the fact that SONET have been partly
deployed and are being displaced. Ethernet over MPLS is to use MPLS switch in
metro region, and Ethernet frames are encapsulated in MPLS labels at the ingress
nodes of the network.
1.3.1 Pure Ethernet MANs
The architecture of pure Ethernet MANs is shown in Fig. 1.1, which is an extension
of the native Ethernet into metro networks [2]. The network comprises Ethernet
switches/bridges, including Access Points (APs) which connect LANs, and Core
Ethernet Switches (CESes). APs take responsibility for managing frames that
enter or leave the Metro Ethernet, while CES simply forwards frames in the Metro
Ethernet networks. A spanning tree protocol is used to establish one or more trees
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that span all APs. Each tree provides a path between all the customer sites in
the virtual LAN (VLAN) of that customer. Encapsulation schemes are used to
address the scalability problems of deploying Ethernet in the metro domain. Due
to the limited number of VLANs that can be supported (limited to 12bits), an
additional Q-tag can be inserted by the metro provider into the customer Ethernet
frames at the APs of the metro domain, referred to Q-in-Q or VLAN stacking.
Another encapsulation scheme resolves the MAC address table explosion problem,
since it is impossible for a core switch to learn all customer MAC addresses. The
scheme is called MAC-in-MAC, in which each ingress node inserts two additional
MAC address elds. These elds are the source and destination MAC addresses
that correspond to the respective APs and have local signicance within the metro
domain. In this way, core switches only need to learn the edge switch MAC address,
and huge end-user MAC address entries are avoided in the core switches.
Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) has dened two types of services for pure Eth-
ernet MAN based on the network connectivity [15] : Ethernet Line (E-Line) and
E-LAN services. The E-Line service provides a point-to-point Ethernet Virtual
Connection (EVC) between two APs, while E-LAN service can provide multi-point
connectivity.
The shortcomings of pure Ethernet MANs mainly come from its scalability,
trac engineering and survivability. Scalability problem can be alleviated by us-
ing Q-in-Q and MAC-in-MAC schemes, but Ethernet still cannot compare with
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Figure 1.1: Pure Ethernet MANs Architecture
MPLS in which labels are local variables. The trac engineering that Ethernet
can provide is also limited. Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) used in Ethernet can
only construct one single spanning tree in the network, and each node pair has only
one path for transmission. Many links in the network would be prohibited, which
is not cost eective and bandwidth ecient. Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (M-
STP) can utilize as many links as possible in the network. In addition, for the
purpose of load balancing and survivability, some advanced forwarding technolo-
gies which do not use spanning tree solution and can provide more connectivity to
Ethernet networks have been developed, including SmatrBridge [16], STAR [17],
and Turn Prohibition Switch [18].
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1.3.2 SONET/SDH Ethernet MANs
An SONET/SDH based Ethernet MAN is commonly regarded as an intermedi-
ate step in the transition from a traditional, time-division based, and connection-
oriented network (SONET), to a modern statistical network (Ethernet) [19]. In this
model, the existing SDH infrastructure is used to transport high-speed Ethernet
connections. The main advantage of this approach is that SONET could provide
high survivability achieved through the use of the native SONET protection mech-
anisms which can handle network component failures within a recovery time of 50
ms. On the other hand, an Ethernet over SONET is more expensive, due to the
high cost of SONET devices. Trac engineering also tends to be very limited,
since SONET as an infrastructure of the Ethernet can only provide connectivity
with a certain capacity.
Further, when Ethernet is deployed over SONET, dierent trac granularity
between the two protocols would cause the ineciency of bandwidth utilization
[20]. For example, the closest hierarchy to Gigabit Ethernet (1GB) is STS-48
(2.5GB), which leads to a 60%wastage of bandwidth. An approach that can solve
this problem is to use Virtual Concatenation protocol. Instead of using single high
bandwidth demands, the source node can split trac into several low bandwidth
demands and transmit them using multi-paths. The destination reconstructs the
data stream back. If Virtual Concatenation protocol is used, for the above example
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a 1G demands can be mapped to 7 STS-3s, imposed only 8% overhead. The
problem here is that delay of dierent paths would be dierent, and the large
dierential delay between paths that would require large buer at destination to
reconstruct the original trac stream. How to nd paths with minimum dierential
delay has been proved to be NP-Complete.
Another challenge in Ethernet over SONET is the construction of spanning
tree for bandwidth guaranteed services. Unlike the traditional minimum spanning
tree protocol which run in polynomial time, to nd a spanning tree that can carry
trac demands between all node pairs is proved to be NP-Complete [21]. Some re-
searchers propose to split the so called BEST problem into two subproblems: rst
nd the virtual tree satisfying all bandwidth requirements and then nd feasible
physical routing for the tree. This problem is not unique for SONET network-
s, and other transport networks also have the same problem to nd a bandwidth
guaranteed spanning tree. In addition, although creation of single bandwidth guar-
anteed spanning tree has been considered, how to construct bandwidth guaranteed
multiple spanning trees is still a challenging issue.
1.3.3 MPLS Based Ethernet MANs
An MPLS based Metro Ethernet network uses MPLS in the Service Provider Net-
work to carry Ethernet connections. Multiple Protocol Label Switching technology
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is an evolution from ATM technology. MPLS has so far been deployed to solve
various backbone network problems, such as integrating IP and ATM network-
s, reducing IP Router overhead, and solving route propagation problems. MPLS
generally has connection-oriented, path-switching capabilities. In MANs, its most
obvious advantage comes from creating guaranteed and secure service capabilities
[22]. In MPLS based Ethernet MANs, the customer's Ethernet packet is trans-
ported over MPLS and the service provider network uses Ethernet again as the
underlying technology to transport MPLS.
MPLS has been well developed for MANs and WANs. It can provide protection,
guaranteed QoS, and trac engineering. Some researchers have address the ques-
tion [4]: since we have MPLS, why we need Ethernet directly over metropolitan
network?
Compared with MPLS, Ethernet has several strengths: (1) Ethernet is plug-
and-play, we do not need to congure them by hand, also the management of
Ethernet switch is much simpler than MPLS switch. (2) In the view of business,
Ethernet switch is much cheaper and more ubiquitous.(3) Ethernet is a layer 2
service, while MPLS is always regarded as layer 2.5 service. It is unreasonable
to have a layer 2 service over layer 2.5 service if we could achieve metropolitan
network services requirement by changing the present Ethernet protocols.
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1.4 Network Failures and Survivability
A network can fail at any time due to the unexpected events, such as nature
disasters, maintenance, or power cuts. In MANs where the physical infrastructure
commonly consists of copper wires and optical bers housed in cables and then
embedded underground or underwater, a failure could be more frequent and harder
to repair in a short time. A statistical study on backbone network [23] shows
that network failures are part of every day operation and aect many links. It
also indicates that the main causes of failure come from maintenance operations,
routers down and ber cuts. Data on Bellcore networks [24] presents a ber cut
rate of 4.39 cust/year/1000 sheath lines, which means more than one ber cut
every day on a typical long-haul network and one ber cut every four days on a
typical MAN. Due to the high line transmission rate on MANs, network failures
especially ber cuts can lead to serious trac disruptions and outages of various
network services, which further bring about huge nancial losses and signicant
social impacts.
Network survivability is dened as the ability to maintain or restore an accept-
able level of performance during network failures by applying various protection
and restoration techniques, and prevent or mitigate service outages from network
failures [25]. Various survivability techniques can be implemented at dierent
layers, including physical layer, system layer, logical layer and service layer [26].
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Survivability techniques at dierent layers use dierent resources and apply dier-
ent survivability strategies, which will be reviewed in Chapter 2. According to the
layering denition of survivability schemes, the mechanisms we propose and study
in this thesis belong to logical layer survivability techniques.
1.5 Research Objectives and Scope
In MANs, it is a critical requirement to have a fast, reliable and ecient failure
handling mechanism to support carrier-grade services, e.g. Virtual Private Net-
work (VPN), Voice over IP (VoIP) and Video Conference. Unfortunately, current
Ethernet switched network uses spanning tree protocol family without fast fail-
ure recovery mechanism. Research gaps for current study on resilient schemes for
Metro Ethernet networks are summarized below:
 The survivability mechanism's capability for reliability and fast recovery in
Metro Ethernet networks should be similar, if not more stringent than those
of SONET which have sub-50 ms switchover capability in case of a link
failure. However, none of the traditional Ethernet protocols can achieve the
objective. The IEEE 802.1d Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) suers from long
spanning tree convergence time of 30 to 60 seconds and inecient bandwidth
usage in case of failures. The IEEE 802.1w Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
(RSTP) can provide faster convergence by resolving the main drawback in
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STP. However, the recovery time for RSTP is in the order of seconds. It is
still not applicable for large scale networks with hundreds of switches.
 Since traditional Ethernet networks are connectionless networks, spanning
tree protocol family can only provide network connectivity without any guar-
anteed bandwidth for Ethernet connection. In case of a failure, the spanning
tree protocol family has no mechanism to provide guaranteed backup capaci-
ty for the trac aected by the failure after spanning tree reconvergence. To
satisfy the requirements of Quality of Service (QoS) and Protection of Service
(PoS), survivability schemes with guaranteed backup capacity provisioning
are necessary.
The main aim of this study is to propose several distributed survivability mech-
anisms for Metro Ethernet Networks. The specic objectives of the research are
to:
 Propose a local restoration mechanism with multiple spanning trees for Metro
Ethernet networks to handle single link failures. The local restoration mech-
anism has features of fast recovery speed and guaranteed protection.
 Propose a Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection mechanism for single link failures
in Metro Ethernet networks, which could be used on both single spanning
tree and multiple spanning tree scenarios. The mechanism has the same
features as local restoration mechanism with lower implementation cost.
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 Study the performance of Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection mechanism when
handling double link failures in Metro Ethernet networks. With mechanism,
a new model is used for network conguration.
 Study the survivability schemes of Metro Ethernet networks over WDM op-
tical networks. Develop a two layer architecture for survivability in Ethernet
over WDM and Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Reconnection mechanism.
The proposed resilient mechanisms are distributed and can guarantee the band-
width for protection. The proposed mechanisms may provide insights on future
survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks and Ethernet protocol stan-
dardizations. It can solve the survivability problem in Metro Ethernet that tra-
ditional Ethernet technology is unable to solve, maintaining Ethernet's features
of plug-and-play. It is possible that these mechanisms could be implemented in
current Ethernet switch with some modications for Metro Ethernet deployment
and commercialization.
Our study assumes pure Ethernet MANs model in which transport networks
are built by a set of Ethernet switches and various spanning tree protocols are
implemented. Our thesis focuses on link failures in Metro Ethernet networks,
including single link failures and double link failures. We also consider the single
ber cuts in Ethernet over WDM networks which can lead to multiple logical link
failures at Ethernet layer. We note that link failures are the most common and
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serious failure scenarios in Metro Ethernet networks. We also note that the network
trac load in this study is restricted to static trac which does not change abruptly
over time. Static trac pattern assumption is widely used in optical and MPLS
networks when they are used in metro and wide area networks because the trac
at these scales typically vary quite slowly over time and is less dynamic in nature.
Trac is commonly transmitted in optical ber in Metro Ethernet networks, so
we believe that static trac pattern assumption is also valid in Metro Ethernet
networks. The survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks for dynamic
trac are beyond the scope of this study.
1.6 Thesis Outline
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we review the survivability techniques in traditional MANs and
the emerging survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks.
In Chapter 3, we propose a local restoration mechanism for Metro Ethernet
networks using multiple spanning trees. We propose two approaches, connection-
based and destination-based, for Ethernet frames to select backup trees. The
problems of working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree congu-
ration are formulated, and we prove that the problem is NP-Complete. We also
develop heuristics for each strategy to reduce the computational complexity.
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In Chapter 4, we propose a Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection (FSTR) mech-
anism for Metro Ethernet networks to handle single link failures. We present the
details of the protocol, including failure notication and forwarding table recong-
uration procedures. The issues of the reconnect-link pre-conguration to reconnect
each spanning tree are addressed. We prove that the pre-conguration problem
is NP-complete, and propose an ecient augmentation based algorithm that can
obtain close approximation to the optimal solutions.
In Chapter 5, we address the issues of handling double-link failure using Fast
Spanning Tree Reconnection mechanism. We give and prove the loop avoidance
condition under double-link failures, and analyze the protection grade that can be
provided.
In Chapter 6, we introduce a two layer model for Ethernet over WDM net-
works, and develop Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Reconnection (FVSTR) mechanism
which optimizes the network resources by coordination of lightpath routing at the
optical layer and FVSTR conguration at Ethernet layer. We present an optimiza-
tion solver to compute lightpath routing and FVSTR conguration.
In Chapter 7, we summarize and conclude the contributions in the thesis, and
suggest several future research directions.
Chapter2
Background and Related Work
Restoration methods are broadly classied into reactive and pro-active methods
[27]. The reactive method nds a way to recover after a failure. When a network
component fails, a search mechanism is activated to nd a new path to bypass
the failed network component. The reactive method has low overhead, since no
resources need to be reserved before the failure. However, it would take longer
recovery time and cannot guarantee the survivability. Pro-active method, on the
other hand, pre-allocates redundant resources for survivability in network. Obvi-
ously, a pro-active method can guarantee the survivability with smaller recovery
time, but requires more network resources.
Commonly survivability techniques can be classied into protection, dynamic
restoration and recovery [28]. Protection techniques are fully pro-active methods,
which establish and provide primary and backup paths a priori for connections.
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Dynamic restoration techniques also establish the primary and backup path in
advance, but only provide backup path for each connection upon a failure. Hence
restoration is regarded as partial pro-active methods. Recovery techniques are pure
reactive methods. They nd the backup path for a connection only after a failure
occurrence.
2.1 Survivability Techniques in MANs
2.1.1 Survivability Techniques in SONET
Currently, there are mainly three protection techniques dened in SONET net-
works: Automatic Protection Switching (APS), Unidirectional Path-Switched Ring
(UPSR), and Bidirectional Line-Switched Ring (BLSR).
Automatic Protection Switching (APS)
APS allows a pair of SONET links to be congured for line redundancy. In the
event of a ber cut, the active line switches automatically to the backup ber
within 60 milliseconds, including 10 ms initiation and 50 ms switch-over. It involves
four optical bers, two working bers (one in each direction) and two protection
bers. In linear APS 1+1 protection, data trac is carried by working bers and
protection bers at the same time. Only when a cut on a working ber occurs, the
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receiver receives the trac on the corresponding protection ber. Linear 1:1 APS
is an evolution of 1+1 APS, in which protection bers carries the protected trac
upon failure of working bers only. In the normal operation time, low priority
trac can be transmitted on the protection bers, which improves the network
resources utilization. Other extensions of APS are 1:N and k:N APS where N
working bers share the redundancy brought from one or k protection bers.
Unidirectional Path-Switched Ring (UPSR)
Ring based transmission systems are an evolution from APS. Nodes in the ring
are connected by working bers and protection bers in a closed loop. In UPSR,
each connection is transmitted on both working bers in one direction around the
ring and protection bers in the opposite direction. Upon a ber cut on working
bers, the receiving node monitors the signal loss and switch to receive data from
protection bers. Protection switching decisions are made for each path but not for
the whole link. UPSR can provide a protection switching time of 50ms to SONET
ring networks. Since trac demands are transmitted on every ber in UPSR, the
total demand carried on one ber equals to the sum of all demands between all
node pairs around the ring. Hence the line transmission rate of UPSR must be
greater than the total demands carried by the ring.
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Bidirectional Line-Switched Ring (BLSR)
BLSR is more ecient than UPSR and APS. Unlike UPSR which requires data
transmission on both working bers and protection bers in a closed loop, 4-
ber BLSR uses a pair of bidirectional bers for working and protection. The
bidirectional working bers and protection bers form two separate cycles, and
trac is only transmitted on working bers during normal operation. Upon a
failure, trac is restored to the opposite direction from the working ber to the
protection ber at the node adjacent to the failed network component. 2-ber
BLSR is similar to UPSR in ber layout, but uses the same mechanism as 4-ber
BLSR. Working trac is transmitted on one direction and restored to the opposite
direction at failure neighbor. BLSR commonly uses the shortest path on the ring to
carry working trac and allows reuse of working capacity around the ring. Further
protection bandwidth can also be shared among dierent trac demands.
2.1.2 Survivability Techniques in ATM and MPLS
ATM and MPLS networks commonly adapt restoration methods which have more
exibility and eciency than protection techniques in SONET attributing to the
fact that they can create redundant paths according to real trac transmitted
in the networks. Restoration techniques can be broadly classied as link-based
restoration, path-based restoration, and local restoration [29].
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Link-Based Restoration
In link-based restoration, a backup path is established between two end nodes
of a link which reroutes trac locally upon the link failure. In case of a link
failure, the trac on the link is rerouted at the upstream node of the failure to
the backup path, bypasses the failed network component and nally is sent back
at the downstream node of the failed link. Backup paths for the links along the
primary path are chosen during the connection set-up period. The recovery time
of link-based restoration is fast since the failure is detected and recovered locally.
Path-Based Restoration
In path-based protection, a backup path for each connection is set up which is link
or node disjoint to the working path of the connection. The backup path restores
the failed trac between the two end nodes of the working path aected by the
failure. Path restoration can reuse the surviving working capacity of the failed
paths if \stub-release" can be supported. Stub-release implies that the capacity
on the failed working path can be released after the failure to carry other trac
demands. Hence, stub-release improves the eciency of the path restoration and
makes it a failure specic mechanism since the restoration response depends on the
specic failure scenario.
Shared Backup Path Protection (SBPP) is a path-based restoration scheme
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standardized by IETF which is amenable to IP-centric control. A 1:1 APS system
is established at the level of each service path. Capacity on backup paths must be
pre-reserved for guaranteed protection. Spare backup capacity of failure-disjoint
paths can be shared, and spare backup capacity of link disjoint working paths can
also be shared. Such sharing greatly increase the capacity utilization. Compared
to the link-based restoration , a SBPP system often provides much better spare
capacity sharing eciency due to its end-to-end protection and a wider range
of spare capacity sharing. Typically, for a mesh network, a link-based restorable
network can have spare capacity eciency of about 50 70%, while a SBPP network
can achieve spare capacity eciency of about 30 40% [30]. On the other hand, the
recovery time of SBPP is much longer than link-based protection. Segmentation-
based protection mechanisms have also been proposed to provide a tradeo between
link and path protection, where protection is provided at sub-path level [31].
Local Restoration
MPLS local restoration (also called MPLS fast reroute) uses a feature of RSVP
Trac Engineering to provide fast and guaranteed protection in MPLS networks
[32][33]. In MPLS local restoration, a backup path is pre-set for each link or node
along the primary path. The backup path starts at the immediate upstream node
of the protected component and ends at the tail of the primary path (local recov-
ery) or at the immediate downstream node (restricted local recovery) [34]. Upon
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failure, the rst upstream node from the failure should switch the trac to the
corresponding backup path. The MPLS local restoration provides faster recovery
because the decision of recovery is strictly local, and it can meet the requirements
of real-time services with recovery time comparable to those of SONET rings (with-
in 50 ms). It can support backup capacity sharing schemes similar to SBPP. The
capacity utilization of local restoration is better than link-based restoration, since
each working path has its own set of backup paths and these backup paths are
established with more exibility.
2.1.3 Survivability Techniques in Connectionless Networks
Unlike in MPLS networks, restoration in connectionless networks, e.g. IP networks
and Ethernet, cannot use established detour paths. Some researchers have studied
local restoration in IP networks which is also called IP fast reroute. The schemes
aim at integrating local recovery with the traditional IP routing protocol, and solve
the low speed routing table convergence problem. In [35], a multiple routing con-
guration method is proposed for failure recovery. On each routing conguration
which is built at the network initiation phase, traditional IP routing algorithm-
s are run to establish the routing tables. The primary conguration is used to
transmit trac during normal operation. On each backup routing conguration,
a set of links or nodes are blocked, hence the failure of these links or nodes can
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be recovered by using this backup routing conguration. When a failure happens,
instead of running the routing table convergence algorithm, routing would use the
corresponding backup routing conguration. The method in [36] exploits the char-
acteristic of Border Gate Protocol, and improves it to provide sub-50ms second
fast recovery. The method also involves pre-conguration in IP layer and sets up
backup BGP ports at each router.
2.2 Survivability Techniques in Metro Ethernet
Networks
The survivability issues for Metro Ethernet networks are dierent from those on
other network architectures due to the spanning tree topology in Ethernet net-
works. Spanning tree is 1-connected, so any link or node failure will make the
network disconnected and require spanning tree re-convergence. The tree based
restoration mechanism was rst proposed in [37]. In tree-based protection, each
source node establishes two spanning trees, red tree and blue trees. The two trees
are not necessarily to be link disjoint, however, they satisfy the condition that
any node is reachable from the source node via at least one tree after any single
link failure. This tree-based protection mechanism is originally designed for MPLS
networks, but not for Metro Ethernet networks. The two trees generated by each
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source node cannot be used by other source nodes. However, in Ethernet networks,
all the nodes can share the same spanning tree. With the development of Ethernet
protocol and switches, more survivability schemes have been proposed for Metro
Ethernet based on a single spanning tree and multiple spanning trees.
2.2.1 Schemes on Single Spanning Tree
Several mechanisms to reduce the recovery time in Metro Ethernet based on single
spanning tree have been suggested by modifying IEEE Spanning Tree Protocol and
IEEE Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol.
Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching (EAPS) [38]
Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching (EAPS) [38] is Extreme Networks so-
lution for fault-tolerant Ethernet ring topologies. A switch is designated as the
master, and one of its two ring ports is designated as the primary port and the
other as the secondary port. The Master switch blocks the secondary port for
working trac, thereby avoiding a loop on the ring. The master switch periodical-
ly sends poll packets from its primary port and receives them from the secondary
port to ensure no failure on the ring. As long as a failure happens, the master
switch detects the failure from poll packets and unblocks the secondary port. The
trac then is restored from the secondary port and the failure recovery time can
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be in the region of 50ms. Ethernet Protection Switching Ring (EPSR) [39] and
Rapid Ring Protect Protocol (RRPP) [40] are similar to EAPS in principle, but
dierentiate on failure detection and notication. These technologies can provide
sub-50m second recovery for Metro Ethernet, but are constrained on ring or multi-
ring topologies.
Fast Failure Recovery Spanning Tree (FFRST) [41]
Fast Failure Recovery Spanning Tree (FFRST) approach proposed in [41] builds a
master tree and a set of sub trees for each node in advance. Each Ethernet switch
maintains a list to store the information of the sub trees if the particular switch is
the root of the sub trees. Trac is transmitted on the master tree during normal
operation. Upon a network component failure, the switch adjacent to the failure
detects it, and uses the corresponding sub tree to replace the failed part of the
master tree. The switch then broadcasts the reconguration message over the sub
tree, asking other switches to change their conguration of the spanning tree. The
re-convergence of the whole master tree is avoided. This approach is improved in
[42] by building a protection sub-tree for each switch rooted at itself. Hence the
improved mechanism can support backward compatibility with the legacy Ethernet
switch. However, both of the above works did not address the problem of how to
provide guaranteed backup capacity. In addition, the trac demands are transmit-
ted only on a single working spanning tree even though multiple redundant trees
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are established.
Optimal RSTP (RSTPopt) [43]
A tool for RSTP optimization is introduced in [43], so that protection of the
trac in Metro Ethernet is guaranteed. An integer linear programming model is
developed to minimize the bandwidth required for protection. Upon any single
link failure, the network uses RSTP to re-converge the spanning tree. Redundant
capacity on each link is reserved to carry additional trac after failure. However,
since the mechanism is based on RSTP, failure recovery time is not shorter than
the traditional RSTP protocol which is in order of seconds.
EPOCH [12]
In [12], the drawback of RSTP which leads to slow spanning tree convergence when
switch failure near the root happens is investigated. It is found that too many
negotiations upon failure of a root switch in the network would result in count-to-
innity problem which takes RSTP tens of seconds to rebuild the spanning tree.
Eimeleegy in [12] proposes EPOCH, a modication of RSTP, which is backward
compatible and can reduce the spanning tree re-convergence time upon a root
failure from tens of seconds to milliseconds. However, since EPOCH is still based on
RSTP, it only increases the spanning tree re-convergence speed upon root failure,
but does not resolve the problem that spanning tree needs to be recomputed after
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the failure. The spanning tree re-convergence time under EPOCH has no upper
bound and still takes several seconds in some cases.
2.2.2 Schemes on Multiple Spanning Trees
Due to the slow convergence and low capacity utilization of the single spanning
tree protocol, resilience mechanisms based on IEEE 802.1s Multiple Spanning Tree
Protocol (MSTP) have been proposed for Metro Ethernet.
Viking [44]
Viking is a promising large scale Ethernet system which uses multiple spanning
trees for protection and load balancing. In Viking, a central scheduler is needed to
make decisions on how to construct multiple spanning trees and how to distribute
trac onto spanning trees based on long term trac matrix. When a switch
detects a failure, it informs the central scheduler. The central scheduler then
gures out the aected trac ows and informs the corresponding ingress switches
to use pre-congured end-to-end backup paths on other spanning trees. The trac
aected by the failure is safely transmitted on the new spanning tree, bypassing the
failed network component. The system has fast recovery speed (positive) within 1
second, and it can eciently utilize the network resources. An optimization model
based on Viking [45] has also been proposed using integer linear programming
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formulation. Instead of the heuristic algorithm proposed in Viking, the model
provides an optimal solution on the mapping of primary and backup paths to
multiple spanning trees. The solution from the model has 10% better bandwidth
utilization than Viking system.
Fast Failure Handling (FFH) [46]
Farkas proposes a distributed resilient architecture for Metro Ethernet named Fast
Failure Handling (FFH) approach. With this architecture, Keep-alive packets are
periodically broadcasted over each spanning tree generated by selected nodes. No-
tication nodes check the arrival of keep-alive messages. If the messages on a
specic spanning tree have not arrived during a predened interval, notication
nodes know that a failure has happened on the spanning tree, and then broad-
cast fail messages over the network. The edge nodes of the Metro Ethernet check
whether a spanning tree is down from fail messages and prohibits transmission on
the failed spanning tree if it receives a fail message from the particular tree. In
this mechanism, failure notication and handling are fully distributed. A central
manager is only needed for building multiple spanning trees. The network com-
ponent failure is resolved without any centralized control. However, this approach
needs periodical broadcast of messages in the network which greatly increases the
signaling overhead. Furthermore, a single failure would cause the prohibition of
transmissions in the whole spanning tree. Even though some trac do not traverse
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the failed network element, they have to change their working spanning trees as
long as their edge nodes receive a fail message from the failed spanning tree.
Spanning Tree Elevation Protocol (STEP) [47]
Huynh has presented Spanning Tree Elevation Protocol (STEP) to provide fast
recovery in Metro Ethernet. In this mechanism, frames are switched to another
spanning tree locally by the Ethernet switch for survivability and load balancing.
To avoid possible loops caused in the network, the system allows that the trac
switched to a spanning tree with larger VLAN ID only. Since no transmissions of
failure notication and failure detection messages are involved, the recovery time of
the crossover spanning tree mechanism is one processing delay of a switch, shorter
than other resilient mechanisms for Metro Ethernet networks. Nevertheless, high
cost Ethernet switches with additional functions should be designed to modify
Ethernet header at line speed (1-10 Gbps) for implementation of the mechanism,
otherwise frames would be jammed at the switches adjacent to the failed link.
It is a rigid requirement asking for high speed processors and large amount of
memories which could not be provided on the current Ethernet switch. In addition,
protection with guaranteed bandwidth of the mechanism has not been considered
in the mechanism.
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2.2.3 Schemes for Ethernet Over WDM
With optical interfaces and wavelength division multiplexing technologies, Ether-
net can provide tens of Gbps or even higher transmission rate at low price, which
makes Ethernet over WDM networks a suitable candidate for metro and carrier
grade networks. Commonly, an Ethernet over WDM networks conform to a two
layer model consisting of optical layer and Ethernet layer. Lightpaths are estab-
lished at the optical layer which form a virtual topology. Ethernet layer uses the
virtual topology to build spanning trees. Protection can be provided at optical
layer and restoration can be applied at Ethernet layer. Various resilient mecha-
nisms for Ethernet over WDM networks have been discussed. In [48], optical layer
protection has been proposed which is similar as traditional 1+1 protection. In
[49], Ethernet layer path protection is studied and is formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem. Since a single physical ber cut would cause multiple link failures at
the Ethernet layer, Ethernet layer path protection in [49] protects against shared
risk link group instead of only a single link. GMPLS (Generalized Multi-protocol
Label Switching) method which is a technology that provides enhancements to M-
PLS to support network switching for optical networks is also an option to provide
survivability in Metro Ethernet networks [50]. With GMPLS, VLAN IDs can be
used as labels to provide safety transmission tunnels. The question of whether
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Ethernet over WDM should be protected at optical layer or Ethernet layer is dis-
cussed in [51], in which connection level protection provided by Ethernet layer is
compared with lightpath level protection provided by optical layer in Carrier Eth-
ernet. However, to the best of our knowledge, little works have considered about
the coordination of optical layer and ethernet layer survivability schemes.
2.2.4 Summary
From the above review, it can be seen that the survivability schemes for Metro
Ethernet networks proposed so far are either centralized requiring highly reliable
central manager or distributed with low bandwidth utilization and no guaranteed
protection. Previous distributed survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks
also need complicated signaling mechanisms. Due to the trend of using distributed
survivability schemes in Metro Ethernet networks which are more fault-tolerant
than centralized schemes, distributed survivability schemes with simplicity, guar-
anteed bandwidth, and fast recovery speed should be designed for Metro Ethernet
networks.
Chapter3
Local Restoration with Multiple Spanning
Trees
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we present a local restoration mechanism for Metro Ethernet
with multiple spanning trees, which aims at fast handling of single link failures in
a distributed manner. Each switch has the ability to detect failure and reroute
trac to the backup path on another spanning tree. Pre-conguration is required
to establish multiple spanning trees, assign trac to primary spanning trees and
congure backup trees at each switch a priori according to trac demands. Since
switches handle network failures locally without any notication to other part of
the network, the recovery time is short and no complex signalling is involved. We
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formulate the tree pre-conguration problem (primary spanning tree assignment
and backup spanning tree conguration), and prove its NP-Completeness. Then
we develop an integer linear programming model. Further, we design heuristics for
the tree pre-conguration problem to reduce the computational complexity.
3.2 Framework of Local Restoration
3.2.1 Basic Concept
Dierent from MPLS local restoration and IP fast reroute, our proposed local
restoration mechanism in Metro Ethernet selects appropriate backup spanning
trees for rerouting trac on a working spanning tree and locally restores trac
to the backup spanning trees upon a link failure. The path on a backup tree to
reroute the trac is from the immediate upstream node of the failed link to the
destination node, and should exclude the failed link.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the local restoration mechanism in Metro Ethernet: two
link disjoint spanning trees are pre-congured in this network so that every single
link failure on one spanning tree can be protected by another tree. Suppose that
Ethernet frames on connection 1 ! 5 are transmitted via path 1 ! 2 ! 5 using
ST 1 (solid line). When link 2   5 fails, node 2 detects the failure on ST 1 and
switches frames to ST 2 (dash line). Since the path to node 5 on ST 2 does not
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include the failed link, the frames can then be safely transmitted. The backup
path after restoration for connection 1 ! 5 becomes 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5.
Generally more than two spanning trees are needed due to topology constraints
and trac engineering issues. These spanning trees may not be link disjoint, but
each one could handle several failure scenarios. In such a case, an Ethernet switch
would have several candidate spanning trees to protect a particular link failure.
Therefore, selection of working spanning trees to transmit trac and backup trees















Figure 3.1: Illustration of Local Restoration: (a) transmission before failure (b)
local restoration after single link failure
3.2.2 Local Restoration Implementation
Local restoration mechanism in Metro Ethernet could be realized by using present
Ethernet protocols. The Ethernet switch should have an additional module for
checking the appropriate backup spanning tree and restoring frames to the backup
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tree after failure.
Per VLAN Spanning Tree
To implement local restoration from one spanning tree to another, we assume that
each spanning tree is assigned a dedicated Virtual LAN ID [13]. Each VLAN
does not represent a group of users, but a spanning tree. By changing VLAN
ID on Ethernet header, Ethernet frames can be switched among spanning trees.
Frames that frequently switch among spanning trees may form unexpected loops.
We thus only allow VLAN switching once by setting a bit in frame's CoS eld as
restoration bit. The Ethernet switch must rst check a frames's restoration bit
before restoration, and drop those frames that have been earlier restored once.
Our mechanism is scalable since the number of spanning trees in the network is
not large.
Local Restoration Mechanism
By using local restoration, convergence of spanning trees after failure is no longer
necessary. Each switch periodically sends a message to its neighbors to inform its
liveness. When a switch does not receive any message from a port for a predened
interval, it marks the port as "failed". If an incoming frame is forwarded to the
failed port, the restoration module is activated. A backup VLAN ID which is
pre-congured using the algorithms presented later in section 3.4 replaces frames's
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original VLAN ID. At the same time, its restoration bit is set to 1. Then, the
modied frame is forwarded to the alternative output port according to its new
VLAN ID. The switches self-learn the destination of the MAC address on the new
VLAN. If the destination is unknown, the frame gets ooded. To avoid ooding
upon failure which may lead to heave trac load in the network, switch can self-
learn the destination address on each VLAN by ooding a priori. Figure 3.2 shows
a simple example of how the mechanism works: assume a frame on 'VLAN A'
arrives and nds that the corresponding output port as \failed" from the forwarding
table. Then the restoration bit of the frame is checked and the frame's VLAN ID
is changed to 'VLAN B', the pre-congured backup VLAN. Finally, the frame is
forwarded to the alternative port on 'VLAN B' according to the forwarding table.
Pre-conguration by Network Manager
The pre-conguration by network manager includes three parts: multiple span-
ning trees generation, working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree
conguration.
Multiple Spanning Trees Generation The network manager is responsible for
generating multiple spanning trees a priori. The trees should satisfy the condition
to handle a link failure: for each link, there is at least one spanning tree that does
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Figure 3.2: Local Restoration Mechanism
not include that particular link [52]. Commonly, more spanning trees should be
generated to utilize network resources eciently.
Working Spanning Tree Assignment The network manager should assign
VLAN ID to each source and destination (s-d) pair based on the long term trac
demand matrix. The frames entering the network are attached with VLAN IDs at
the ingress switches according to their source and destination addresses, and are
forwarded to the proper working spanning trees.
Backup Spanning Tree Conguration When failure happens, frames travers-
ing the failed link should be restored to a pre-congured backup spanning tree
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locally. Backup trees at each switch should be carefully congured according to
the trac demand such that there is enough spare capacity on the backup tree for
restoration.
3.2.3 Backup Tree Selection Strategy
Backup tree conguration is determined by how Ethernet switch selects the backup
tree for each frame. We propose three backup spanning tree selection strategies:
link-based, connection-based and destination-based. Under link-based strategy,
trac on the failed link is all restored to one backup spanning tree, no matter
which spanning tree or connection these trac ows belong to. Since link-based
strategy has the least exibility and poor bandwidth sharing, we will not discuss
it in the chapter and focus on connection-based and destination-based strategy.
A connection is dened as the trac between an s-d pair. Connection-based
strategy indicates that an Ethernet switch determines the incoming frame's backup
VLAN ID according to its source address, destination address, and original VLAN
ID. Therefore, trac between dierent s-d pairs traversing the same failed link
may be restored to dierent backup trees. Figure 3.3 (b) illustrates an example of
connection-based backup tree selection strategy. Three spanning trees are consid-
ered to carry working trac and restored trac. Connection 1 from node 0 to 2
and connection 2 from node 1 to 2 use ST1 as the working spanning tree before



























Figure 3.3: Backup tree selection strategy (a) two connections on ST1 before the
failure of link 1  2 (b) two connections are restored to dierent STs after failure
in connection-based strategy (c) two connections are restored to the same ST in
destination-based strategy
failure (Fig. 3.3 (a)). When link between node 1 and 2 fails, node 1 restores con-
nection 1 to ST2 and connection 2 to ST3 based on pre-conguration. Frames are
restored according to their source and destination MAC addresses, and dierent
connections are assigned backup spanning trees independently.
Connection-based backup tree selection requires a complex computation dur-
ing pre-conguration, and per s-d pair information should be maintained by each
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switch. To reduce the complexity and implementation cost, we propose destination-
based backup tree selection strategy, in which frame's backup VLAN ID is deter-
mined by its destination address and original VLAN ID, regardless of its source
address. Frames with the same VLAN ID and destination address would use the
same backup tree in a local Ethernet switch.
Figure 3.3 (c) shows an example of destination-based backup tree selection
strategy. Dierent from the connection-based strategy, since connection 1 and
connection 2 have the same destination, they have to use the same backup span-
ning tree in node 1 upon failure of link 12. Node 1 is unable to restore the two
connections with the same destination to the dierent spanning trees. Destination-
based strategy has less exibility in choosing the backup spanning trees compared
with the connection-based one. On the other hand, it has lower computation cost
during pre-conguration and frame restoration.
3.2.4 Multiple-Link Failure Issues
The main challenge of our local restoration mechanism to handle multiple-link fail-
ures comes from the fact that when a connection is switched to a backup spanning
tree, it has no record of the original working spanning tree. Therefore, when the
connection encounters another failure on the backup spanning tree, there is a pos-
sibility that it would be switched back to the original working spanning tree and
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forms a loop in the network.
Our local restoration mechanism is designed to resolve single link failure in
Metro Ethernet Networks. However, when multiple-link failure happens in the
network and both the primary and backup spanning tree fail simultaneously, some
packets would be dropped when they encounter the failure on the backup spanning
tree. It is because the mechanism only allows that the trac switches to the backup
tree once for loop avoidance. In [47], trac can be switched among spanning trees
several times, but the trac can only switch to those backup trees with higher
VLAN ID to avoid loops in the network. The method can resolve multiple-link
failure problems but adds many constraints on backup tree selection, which would
increase the reserved backup capacity in the network.
We now describe two possible approaches to handle these multiple link failures.
One approach is to allow multiple VLAN switching, and add more information
in the header of the frames, e.g. VLAN ID of the original working spanning
tree, when the frames are switched to a backup tree. Therefore, frames will not
be switched back to the previous tree. Thus they are able to select a backup tree
without forming a loop when they are aected by the second failure in the network.
Another approach is to activate the spanning tree re-convergence protocol upon
multiple-link failures, e.g. RSTP. When an Ethernet switch nds a packet that has
been rerouted once and its output port on the backup tree also fails, the switch
should notify the network manager or broadcast the failure message asking for
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spanning tree re-convergence by RSTP. This approach cannot handle the failure
rapidly, but it is still ecient considering the rare occurrence of multiple-link failure
scenarios.
3.3 Problem Formulation
The pre-conguration by network manager determines the network performance.
Three parts of pre-conguration: multiple spanning tree generation, working s-
panning tree assignment, and backup spanning tree conguration could be jointly
regarded as an optimization problem. To simplify the problem, we assume that
multiple spanning trees are given by a spanning tree generation algorithm. We
focus on the working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree congu-
ration problems.
We dene the problem as below: Given a network topology, trac de-
mand matrix, and a set of multiple spanning trees, assign a primary
spanning tree to each s-d pair and congure backup trees at each switch
to maximize the total admitted end-to-end trac, with the condition
that on each link, the sum of working capacity and spare capacity for
restoration does not exceed the link capacity.
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3.3.1 Proof of NP-Completeness
In computational complexity theory, the complexity class NP-complete (abbrevi-
ated NP-C or NPC) is a class of decision problems. A decision problem C is
NP-complete if:
1. C 2 NP .
2. Every problem in NP is reducible to C in polynomial time.
Theorem 3.1. The primary spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree
conguration problem in Metro Ethernet is NP-Complete.
Proof. At rst, we give the decision version of the primary tree assignment and
backup tree conguration problem:
Instance: given K spanning trees, trac demand between each node pair dij,
link capacity C, and a integer value M .
Question: subject to the capacity constraints, is the total admitted trac
greater than M by primary tree assignment and backup tree conguration?
Polynomial-time verication
It is easy to see that the problem 2 NP , since the non-deterministic algorithm
can guess the primary tree assignment for each connection and backup tree at each
node, and check in polynomial time whether the solution satisfy the constraints.
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Reducibility
We can reduce the known Subset Sum Problem which is NP-Complete [53] to the
primary tree assignment and backup tree conguration problem. The decision
version of Subset Sum Problem is given below:
Instance: given an integer value M , a set S = fs1; s2  ; sng, and a bound C.
Question: is there a subset S 0  S such that M Psi2S0 si  C?
The reduction is done by constructing a reduction network based on Subset
Sum problem as shown in Fig. 3.4. For each element si 2 S, a source node ni
is created. In addition, two intermediate nodes i1; i2 and a terminal node t are
created. All the solid links in the network are set to have innite bandwidth, while
the capacity of dashed links are set to C. Between each node pair (ni; t), there
exists a connection with the demand of dnit = si. Obviously, the construction can







Figure 3.4: Reduction network
four spanning trees as shown in Fig. 3.5 to protect against any single link failure.
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It should be noted that if a connection dnit selects a primary tree with link i1   t,

























Figure 3.5: Four spanning trees established in the reduction network
which is set to 1 if the primary tree of connection dnit includes link i1   t; gi be
a binary variable which is set to 1 if the primary tree of connection dnit includes
link i2   t, and ai be a binary variable which is set to 1 if the connection dnit is
admitted. It can be seen that the total working trac on i1   t is
P
si2S risi.
On the other hand, the reserved capacity on i1t to protect against any failure
of link between the source nodes and intermediate nodes is maxsi2S gisi, and that
to protect link i2t is
P
si2S gisi, the total working trac on link i2t. Hence the











si2S aisi which is also
the total admitted trac in the network. Obviously, the total trac on link i2t is
also
P
si2S aisi, and its value must be smaller than the link capacity C.
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Suppose there exists a subset S 0  S such that M  Psi2S0 si  C in the
instance of the Subset Sum problem. It means that in the reduction network,M P
si2S aisi  C. The trac on each link satises the capacity constraints, and the
total admitted trac could be larger than a predened value. Hence the value of ai
is a feasible solution to the primary tree assignment and backup tree conguration
problem.
Suppose the instance of the primary tree assignment and backup tree cong-
uration problem has a solution. It means that there exists a set of ai such that
M Psi2S aisi  C. Then we could construct the subset S 0  S by each elements
si if ai = 1. This concludes our proof that the primary tree assignment and backup
tree conguration problem is NP-Complete.
3.3.2 Integer Linear Programming Model
Since the working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree conguration
problem is NP-Complete, we use integer linear programming (ILP) approach to
solve it. Commonly, links are assumed to be undirected in Ethernet. In our
notation, we consider an undirected link l as composed of two directed arcs ~l and
~l0, each with the capacity of ul. Failure of link l indicates the failure of both arcs ~l
and ~l0. Since single link failure is assumed, we allow spare capacity for restoration
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to be shared eciently. Two types of capacity sharing are used that include inter-
sharing and intra-sharing. Inter-sharing allows dierent connections to share the
same backup capacity as long as they do not fail concurrently, and intra-sharing
allows dierent protected links on the working path of a single connection to share
the same backup capacity. The variables whose values are obtain from the model
are:
kd : binary variable, 
k




: binary variable, kd;l = 1 if trac demand d uses backup tree k upon failure
on link l (used in connection-based backup tree selection).
kij;k0 : binary variable, 
k
ij;k0 = 1 if at node i, frames on spanning tree k
0 destined
to j use backup tree k (used in destination-based backup tree selection).
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Conditions for connection-based strategy
X
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d = 1). Constraint 2 makes sure that
the backup path on backup tree does not include the protected link, and constraint
3 ensures that only one backup spanning tree is selected for each link along the
primary path of the connection. Constraint 4 calculates the total working capacity
on one link, while constraint 5 calculates the spare capacity on one link to protect
another link. Finally, constraint 6 ensures that the spare capacity reserved for
restoration on each link plus the working trac do not exceed the link capacity.
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Conditions for destination-based strategy
When destination-based backup selection strategy is used, we need to replace the
binary variable k
d;~l
by binary variable kij;k0 . In addition, since destination-based
strategy selects a backup tree based on frame's destination and original VLAN ID,
we also need to replace constraints 2, 3 in conditions for connection-based strategy

























kdcd 8~l; ~m 2 E (9)
We note that by changing the objective or constraints of the ILP model, we
can provide dierent quality of service (QoS) for dierent connections, or balance
the load in the network using the local restoration mechanism. Since our objective
is to maximize the total admitted trac in the network, equivalent to minimizing
the total link capacity used in the network, we would mainly focus on utilizing
the network resources eciently in the paper. QoS and load balancing issues are
beyond the scope of the thesis.
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It should be noted that our optimization problem is based on the assumption
that multiple spanning trees have been constructed in advance, thus spanning
tree generation is not included in the optimization procedure. It is an acceptable
practice by the researchers to work with such an assumption. For example, the
assumption of pre-calculated path sets has been widely used in MPLS and optical
network survivability problems [54][55]. Since current Ethernet switches can only
support a limited number of spanning trees, the number of spanning trees in the
network should be controlled. It is the fact that such optimization may not produce
global optimal results. With K spanning trees established in the network, each
connection can select one of K trees as the primary spanning tree, and one of at
mostK 1 trees as the backup spanning tree to protect each link along the primary
path. We believe that this selection space is large enough to produce good results.
We note that global optimal solution can be obtained by integrating spanning tree
generation into the optimization problem.
3.4 Heuristic Algorithms
Since the primary tree assignment and backup tree conguration problem is NP-
Complete, we develop heuristic algorithms to solve the problem for both connection-
based and destination-based backup tree selection strategies in this section. We use
big-O notation to describe the time complexity of each algorithm. The denition
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of big-O notation is: Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions dened on some subset
of the real numbers. One writes
f(x) = O(g(x)) as x!1
if and only if, for suciently large values of x, f(x) is at most a constant multiplied
by g(x) in absolute value. That is, f(x) = O(g(x)) if and only if there exists a
positive real number M and a real number x0 such that
jf(x)j M jg(x)j 8x > x0
For each s-d connection in the trac demand matrix, it is required to select a
primary spanning tree to transmit the trac and a set of backup spanning trees
to protect against any single link failure along the primary path of the connection.
Sucient spare capacity needs to be reserved on backup paths on each backup
spanning tree. The key idea of the heuristic algorithms is to randomly select a
connection at rst, and nd a primary spanning tree and a set of backup spanning
trees with the minimum cost to transmit the trac. The cost is the sum of backup
cost and primary cost of the connection, which is dened in the following section.
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3.4.1 Cost Denition
To improve restoration capacity sharing between dierent connections, the backup
cost of a connection to select a backup spanning tree is dened as the total addi-
tional amount of backup capacity required on this backup spanning tree. Suppose
that we need to select a backup tree for connection d for failure of link l. We dene
rl~m as the existing spare capacity reserved on arc ~m for failure of link l, then the
necessary spare capacity reserved for restoration on ~m should be maxl r
l
~m, and the
additional reserved spare capacity on ~m for failure of link l used by connection d is
(rl~m + cd  maxl rl~m)+ which should be equal or larger than zero. The backup cost
of connection d's using backup spanning tree k for failure of link l on primary tree
k0 should be the sum of the backup cost of those links which are on the backup







(rl~m + cd  maxl rl~m)+
um
It should be noted that in the denition, P ko~l;td
nP k0o~d;td is the set of links that on
backup path but not on primary path, and only these links should reserve spare
capacity. Links on both backup and primary path should not be added in backup
cost calculation, since the connection could use the reserved working capacity on
these links before and after the failure of link l. According to the above denitions,
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we could nd the backup spanning tree used by connection d for failure of link l
with the minimum backup cost, which is also the backup tree for connection d with
minimum additional spare capacity.
Once we nd the minimum backup cost for failure of any links of the path on
primary spanning tree, we calculate the total cost to use the primary tree and
a set of backup trees. The total cost is dened as the sum of working capacity
of connection's primary path on primary spanning tree and backup cost for each










Finally a primary spanning tree and a set of backup trees for restoration with
minimum total cost are selected for the connection.
3.4.2 Connection-Based Heuristic
The connection-based heuristic aims at improving overall network utilization by
considering both working trac and spare capacity for restoration at the same time.
The inputs of our algorithm are the known trac demand matrix D and established
multiple spanning trees. Paths between node pairs on each spanning tree can be
easily computed using breadth rst search. Algorithm 3.1 (see Appendix) shows
the details of the heuristic. We randomly select an s-d connection d from trac
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matrix at rst, then select one spanning tree k as d's candidate primary tree (step
4-9). For every link of d's path on candidate primary tree k, we calculate the
backup cost of each candidate backup tree in step 8. In step 8, the total cost of d
to use primary spanning tree k is computed, which is the cost of primary tree plus
the minimum backup cost. The spanning tree with minimum total cost is selected
as d's primary tree (step 11), and backup trees with minimum backup cost are
selected (step 13). Connection d is rejected if the primary tree or backup trees do
not have sucient capacity. The outputs of the algorithm are primary VLAN ID
kassign(d) assigned to connection d, and the backup VLAN conguration kbkp(d;~l),
which is determined by connection d and protected link l.
It can be seen that the dominant computation cost comes from the selection
of working spanning trees and backup spanning trees. For each s-d connection,
the selection of a working spanning tree requires O(KjV j) time where jV j is the
cardinality of node set V . For each link of the primary path in working spanning
tree, the selection of a backup spanning tree also takes O(KjV j) time. Hence the
time complexity to nd a working spanning tree and a set of backup spanning trees
for each connection is O(K2jV j2). Since the number of connections in a network is
at most jV j(jV j 1), the worst case time complexity of the algorithm is O(K2jV j4).
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3.4.3 Destination-Based Heuristic
The heuristic algorithm for destination-based backup tree selection strategy is sim-
ilar to that for the connection-based one. We try to nd a primary tree and a set
of backup trees with the minimum combined cost. However, in the destination-
based heuristic, we do not select the backup spanning trees for each connection,
instead, connection with the same destination using the same primary tree would
be restored to a single backup tree in the local switch. Therefore, destination-
based heuristic is separated into two phases. In phase 1, the connection is assigned
to a spanning tree with the minimum combined cost. In phase 2, backup VLAN
for each destination at each switch is adjusted to reduce the capacity reserved for
restoration. At each switch, a new backup tree for one destination is selected if the
new backup tree has the minimum additional reserved capacity for restoration of
the aggregated trac to the particular destination on the primary spanning tree.
The algorithm is described in Fig. 7. The inputs of the algorithm are the same
as those of the connection based heuristic. The output are the primary VLAN ID
kassign(d) assigned to connection d, and backup VLAN conguration kbkp(i; j; k)
for node i, which is determined by destination j and VLAN ID k.
In the destination-based heuristic, backup spanning tree is not selected for each
connection, so the time complexity for a connection to select a working spanning
tree and a set of backup spanning trees is O(KjV j2). In phase 2, the total number
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of backup spanning trees that need to be adjusted is jV j and each adjustment takes
O(KjV j). The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is O(KjV j4).
3.5 Performance Evaluation
We carry out the performance study of the proposed local restoration mechanism in
Metro Ethernet through simulations. The optimization result is obtained through
CPLEX 9.0. Various topologies are used for simulation. Some scalable and exible
optimization techniques to improve the enumeration optimization tools have been
developed to solve the ILP problem [56][57]. For example, in [56], a decomposition
method based on column generation has been developed to reduce the number of
variables in an ILP model for a tree based survivability mechanism, leading to a
fast solution.
3.5.1 Spanning Tree Generation
Multiple spanning trees can be generated in many ways. We use a modied version
of the spanning tree algorithm proposed in [52] to generate K spanning trees a
priori. The original algorithm in [52] generates a necessary number of spanning
trees satisfying the condition that for each link, there is at least one spanning
tree that does not include the particular link, so the link can be protected by this
tree. The spanning tree generation algorithm needs centralized algorithm to assign
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weight on each link, and spanning tree generation is distributed. The algorithm
starts at a root vertex with the largest degree in the network and generates the rst
spanning tree according to the degree of each vertex. The second tree is generated
to include as many links not belonging to the rst tree as possible. The algorithm
iterates until the above condition is satised.
However, the number of spanning trees generated by the algorithm is limited to
less than 10 even in a large network. To provide more working and backup spanning
tree selections for each connection so that network resources could be utilized more
eciently, we generate more spanning trees based on the concept that for each link,
there should be as many as possible spanning trees not including the particular
link. We set a weight w(i) for each link i representing the number of spanning tree
that do not include link i. The algorithm maximizes the minimum weight w(i) in
the network during construction of each spanning tree. In this way, the selection
space of backup spanning trees for each link is increased.
3.5.2 Optimal vs. Heuristic
We compare the numerical results obtained by CPLEX and simulation results by
our heuristic algorithm for a small 3  3 grid network and a medium size 4  4
grid network. The capacity for each link is assumed to be 100Mbps. We choose
identical trac pattern with 10Mbps trac between each node pair in 3  3 grid
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network. Dierent number of spanning trees are generated by the spanning tree
algorithm. Due to the scalability problem, in 4  4 grid network, we randomly
select 8 nodes working as sources and destinations while other nodes is cross-
connects. One connection is established between each s-d pair and the total number
of connections does not exceed 100. The results in Table 3.1 show that our heuristic
algorithms for both connection-based and destination-based backup spanning tree
selection strategies achieve very closely to the optimization values. Gap which is
the percentage of the dierence between optimal and heuristic solution is within
10% in any of the three network scenarios. The number of variables needed when
5x5 grid network is run for local restoration optimization is larger than 30000. We
observed that it took more than 15 hours to obtain the optimal solution on 3 3
grid network with 4 spanning trees, and more than 4 days to obtain the optimal
solution on 3  3 grid network with 6 spanning trees and 4  4 grid network
with 4 spanning trees. Assume there are four spanning trees in the network, and
the number of connections is 100. The number of primary VLAN assignment
variable is 400, and the number of backup VLAN selection variable is 32000. The
number of constraints is as large as 23200. With brutal force search, there are
totally 2100320 operations which is not scalable. Therefore, for larger networks, we
study the performance of the heuristic algorithms only. In our optimization, we
have assumed that all the nodes in the network are both sources/destinations and
cross-connects of network trac, which results in large trac exchange on each
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node. In a real network scenario with hundreds of nodes, only a small portion of
nodes in the network carry heavy trac. Since the network performance (admitted
trac and network redundancy) are mainly aected by the large exchanges, even
though the number of nodes in our experiment is smaller than that in real network
scenario, it still can provide evidence that proposed algorithms are ecient in real
networks.
Table 3.1: Total Admitted Trac for Dierent Networks (Mbps)
3 3 Grid (4 trees) 3 3 Grid (6 trees) 4 4 Grid (4 trees)
Connection Destination Connection Destination Connection Destination
Optimal 640 570 660 610 700 650
Heuristic 620 560 630 600 650 620
Gap 3.1% 1.8% 4.8% 1.4% 7.7% 4.8%
3.5.3 Throughput and Redundancy
We also evaluate the performance of the two backup tree selection strategies in
terms of total admitted trac and resource redundancy in larger size networks,
including a regular network (grid network) and irregular networks (random net-
works). The resource redundancy is dened as the ratio of the spare capacity used
for restoration over working capacity, which is similar to network redundancy as
dened in [54].
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Grid Networks
In this part, the simulation runs on grids with 16, 25, 36, 49 and 64 nodes. The
capacity of duplex links are set to be 100Mbps. Two trac patterns, identical
and non-identical trac pattern, are used. In identical trac scenario, trac
demand for each node pair is set to be 5Mbps; and in non-identical scenario, s-d
trac is uniformly distributed in [0,10]Mbps. Dierent number of spanning trees
is generated according to the network size. The number of spanning trees for 16,
25, 36, 49 and 64 nodes networks are 10, 25, 25, 35, 35, respectively.
To examine the eciency of our backup tree selection strategy. We also compare
our algorithms with other two schemes. One scheme is the trac assignment to
spanning trees without redundancy of local restoration. Another scheme is the
restoration with full redundancy, in which half of the capacity on each link is used
for working trac while the other half is reserved for restoration. The scheme can
fully protect any single link failure no matter what kind of backup tree selection
strategy is used by local switch.
Results in both identical trac (Fig. 3.6) and non-identical trac scenario
(Fig. 3.7) show that our local restoration mechanisms could eciently utilize the
network bandwidth due to bandwidth sharing. Compared with full redundancy
scheme, the total admitted trac using our algorithm is much higher, especial-
ly when network size increases. It can also be seen that the performances of
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connection-based and destination-based backup tree selection strategy are close.
Even though destination-based strategy uses less frame's information to restore
trac, it also could utilize network resources eciently. In terms of resource re-
dundancy, the result show that the redundancy decreases when network size in-
creases. It is because that more paths could be obtained in large network, which
helps more connections to share the same spare capacity for restoration.
Random Networks
In this part, random networks with 100 nodes is used to evaluate the heuristic
algorithms. We x the network average degree to be from 3 to 6, and then generate
10 dierent networks randomly with each degree using Waxman's algorithm [58].
The capacity of each duplex link is also set 100Mbps, and the connection between
each node pair is set 1Mbps. We adjust the number of spanning trees used in the
network to see whether it would greatly inuence the performance of the heuristic
algorithms. Apparently, the more spanning trees are used, the more number of
dierent paths are generated between each node pairs, which increases the selection
spaces of working spanning tree and backup spanning tree during pre-conguration.
Therefore more amount of end to end trac is expected to be admitted in the
network. However, large number of spanning trees leads to high network cost. If
the performance improvement by increasing number of trees is limited, it would
be unnecessary to use such a large number of trees. It is possible that there
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Figure 3.6: Identical trac scenario on grid topologies (a) Total admitted trac,
(b) Resource redundancy
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Figure 3.7: Non-identical trac scenario on grid topologies (a) Total admitted
trac, (b) Resource redundancy
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exists an optimal group of spanning trees maximizing the total admitted trac
with our local restoration mechanism. The optimal spanning tree group not only
depends on the network topology, but on the trac demands as well. To obtain
the optimal spanning tree group, spanning tree generation can be integrated into
the optimization problem [56] which is not considered in our work.
We run the simulations on groups of ten dierent topologies with each degree
(d=3, d=4, d=5 and d=6), and take the average results on each ten networks.
Figure 3.8 shows the total admitted trac and resource redundancy of the two
heuristics in random networks. The X-axis in two diagrams is the number of
spanning trees in the network. From the results, we observe that when the number
of spanning trees increases, the performance of the two heuristics are not improved
drastically, which indicates that even with small number of spanning tree, the
heuristic algorithms can achieve good performance. It also can be concluded that
the necessary number of spanning trees for local restoration is limited (< 35 in
100 nodes random networks). Further, it can be seen that the performance of
the destination-based heuristic is close to that of the connection-based heuristic
in random networks, which is same as our observation in grid topologies. The
dierence of the two heuristics in networks with degree 4 (nearly 10%) is larger
than that of the two algorithms in networks with degree 3. The reason is that
in denser network, the connection-based heuristic has more exibility in choosing
backup spanning trees to share spare capacity.
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Figure 3.8: Random topologies (a) Total admitted trac, (b) Resource redundancy
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Another observation from the results is that when the degree of the network
increases to 5 and 6, the performance gap of the total admitted trac between
connection-based and destination-based heuristics remains almost constant. How-
ever, the performance gap between the two heuristics in terms of the redundancy
keeps on increasing. It indicates that, in dense networks where most of the connec-
tions are admitted, even though the network has better bandwidth sharing under
connection-based strategy, the dierence of admitted trac between two heuris-
tic algorithms does not change signicantly. It can be attributed to the fact that
most of the connections rejected in the dense networks results from the topology
constraints but not due to insucient backup capacity.
3.5.4 Implementation Cost
As discussed in Section 3.2, a restoration module is used to change the VLAN ID
of a frame to a pre-congured backup VLAN ID in our local restoration mechanis-
m. Since the failure is handled without any failure notication to other Ethernet
switches, the signaling overhead of the mechanism is zero.
The dominant cost of the local restoration mechanism comes from the restora-
tion module. To obtain the pre-congured backup VLAN ID of a frame upon
failure, the restoration module can be implemented by setting a backup VLAN
list. The backup VLAN list is a hash table which is computed in advance by the
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central manager of the network based on our optimization model or heuristics,
and then sent to each Ethernet switch. The output of the list is a backup VLAN
ID, while the entry depends on the backup spanning tree selection strategy used.
When the connection-based strategy is used, the entry of the backup VLAN list
is frame's primary VLAN ID, source and destination MAC address. When the
destination-based strategy is used, the entry is only frame's primary VLAN ID
and destination MAC address.
A larger backup VLAN list requires more storage space and faster processer in
the Ethernet switch, increasing the implementation cost. If we assume the number
of nodes in the network is N and the number of spanning trees is K, the number
of the entries for connection-based backup VLAN list in a Ethernet switch should
be less than KN2, while the number of those for destination-based backup VLAN
list is at most KN .
Figure 3.9 shows the average number of entries per Ethernet switch in grid
networks with dierent sizes. Here, we assume the identical trac scenario. It can
be observed that the size of the backup VLAN list increases when the network size
increases, and the backup VLAN list for the destination-based strategy is about
80% as large as that for the connection-based strategy for grid networks. Hence
in large-scale networks, local restoration mechanism with the destination-based
backup selection strategy is more promising, since it has good performance close
to that of the connection-based strategy, but lower implementation cost.
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Figure 3.9: Average number of backup VLAN list's entries per Ethernet switch in
grid networks
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a fast and distributed local restoration mechanism in
Metro Ethernet networks. Upon failure of a link, a switch can restore trac to pre-
congured backup spanning trees locally. We presented the implementation details
of the mechanism. We formulated the tree pre-conguration problem that includes
the working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree conguration.
We proved that the pre-conguration problem is NP-Complete and developed ILP
models based on dierent backup tree selection strategies (connection-based and
destination-based). We also developed heuristic algorithms for each backup tree se-
lection strategy. Simulation results show that the heuristic algorithms are eective
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and performs close to the optimum one. They also show that the network capac-
ity can be eciently utilized by both the connection-based and destination-based
backup tree selection strategies.
3.7 Appendix
Algorithm 3.1 Connection-Based Heuristic
1: Compute the path between each node pair on each spanning tree P kij.
2: repeat
3: Randomly select a trac demand d 2 D.
4: for k = 1 to K and each arc ~l 2 P kodtd do


















10: if primary and backup trees have sucient capacity for d then
11: Assign Demand d to spanning tree kassign(d) = argmink costk(d).
12: for each arc ~l 2 P kassign(d)odtd do
13: kbkp(d;~l) = argmink0 backcostk0(d;~l)
14: Update w~l and r
l
~m on each arc ~m.
15: end for
16: else
17: Reject the connection d.
18: end if
19: until No trac demand can be assigned
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Algorithm 3.2 Destination-Based Heuristic
1: Compute the path between each node pair on each spanning tree P kij.
2: Set initial value of kbkp(i; j; k) to be a backup tree with the minimum hop
3: repeat
4: Randomly select a trac demand d 2 D.
PHASE 1 : Trac Assignment





















9: if primary and backup trees have sucient capacity for d then
10: Assign Demand d to spanning tree kassign(d) = argmink costk(d).
11: else
12: Reject the connection d. PHASE 2 : Backup Tree Adjustment
13: for each arc ~l 2 P kassign(d)odtd do
14: for k0 = 1 to K and P k
0
oltd
(1) 6= P kassign(d)oltd (1) do









17: Update w~l and r
l
~m on each arc ~m.
18: end for
19: end if
20: until No trac demand can be assigned
Chapter4
Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection
4.1 Introduction
Local Restoration mechanism proposed in the last chapter can provide fast and
guaranteed protection for Metro Ethernet networks, however, spanning tree switch-
ing by changing frames' VLAN ID requires high speed processor (as fast as line
speed) in Ethernet switch, greatly increasing the implementation cost.
In this chapter, we propose a fast spanning tree reconnection (FSTR) mech-
anism to protect against single link failures in Metro Ethernet networks. When
a link on a spanning tree fails, the spanning tree is divided into two separated
subtrees, and a fast spanning tree reconnection protocol is activated to reconnect
the two subtrees by using a pre-congured link called as reconnect-link. Therefore,
a major part of the spanning tree structure is kept unchanged after the failure.
80
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In the protocol, a failure notication table and an alternate output port table are
congured at each switch based on the pre-computed reconnect-links. By checking
the two tables, switching tables of the Ethernet switches aected by the span-
ning tree reconnection are recongured in a way that trac traversing the failed
link is quickly rerouted and backward learning is avoided. Pre-conguration of
reconnect-links to reconnect the spanning tree is considered as an optimization
problem to eciently utilized the network resources. We prove that this problem
is NP-complete, and an ecient polynomial time algorithm that can obtain close
approximation to optimal solution is given. The mechanism has the features of
fast recovery and backup capacity guarantees. Moreover, the implementation cost
is low with small modications on the legacy Ethernet switches.
4.2 Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection Mechanis-
m
4.2.1 Concept
Upon a single link failure on a spanning tree, the tree is separated into two subtrees.
If there exists another link between any two nodes each in a dierent subtree, the
link can be used to reconnect the spanning tree.
Theorem 4.1. In a two-connected network, a reconnect-link to reconnect the failed
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spanning tree always exists.
Proof. A two-connected network is still connected after any single link failure,
which indicates that there must be at least one path between any two nodes on
dierent sub-trees. If we cannot nd a single link to reconnect the two subtrees,
the path cannot be found, which is contradictory to the denition of two-connected
network.
In FSTR, when a link fails, The adjacent nodes of the failed link send notica-
tion messages based on pre-conguration to the end nodes of a link asking them to
reconnect the spanning tree by activating the link called as reconnect-link. We call
the path on the reconnected spanning tree between the two end nodes of the failed
link as reconnect-path. The trac on the failed link is rerouted onto the reconnect-
path after tree reconnection, bypassing the failed link. It should be noted that a
reconnect-path is determined by a failed link and its reconnect-link. We illustrate
the working of the FSTR mechanism in Fig. 4.1. In this 9-node network, a span-
ning tree is represented by the solid line. Links F  H and A  I are the possible
candidate links that can be used to reconnect the spanning tree upon failure of link
G C. Let link F  H be the reconnect-link for failure of link G C, represented
by the dashed line. Upon failure of link G C, the spanning tree is separated into
two subtrees, subtree 1 with nodes set fA;B;C;D;E; Fg and subtree 2 with nodes
set fG;H; Ig. Based on pre-conguration, node C sends notication messages to























Figure 4.1: Illustration of Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection: when link G C fails,
C noties F (C ! E ! F ), G noties H (G ! H), then link F   H reconnects
the tree
node F via C ! E ! F and node G sends message to node H via G! H. Every
node on the reconnect-path C   E   F  H   G re-congures its switching table
after receiving the message. When F and H are notied, link F  H (dashed line)
is activated to reconnect the spanning tree. We can observe from the example that
only those nodes along the reconnect-path need failure notication and switching
table reconguration, while the failure is transparent to other nodes in the network.
4.2.2 FSTR Protocol
To implement the fast spanning tree reconnection, a protocol for failure notication
and switching table reconguration in switches along the reconnect-path is required.
There are two implementation approaches of FSTR on Ethernet switches, learning
approach and non-learning approach. Both of them require each Ethernet switch
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to maintain a failure notication table. The second approach needs another table
called alternate output port table to be maintained at each switch.
The failure notication table helps the neighboring node of a failure to nd
the reconnected nodes and send the a failure notication message to reconnect the
spanning tree. The input of the table are the failed port number, and the table
includes two elements:
1. Reconnected-node MAC address: address of the end node of the reconnect-
link.
2. Failed-Link ID: identity of the failed link.
According to the failed-link ID in failure notication message sent from end
nodes of the failed link, alternate output port table tells switches on the reconnect-
path which output ports to destinations are changed on the reconnected tree, and
replace them by alternative ports. The two elements in alternate output port table
are:
1. Disconnected-destination: a set of destinations that is disconnected with the
switch due to the failure indicated by Failed Link ID.
2. Alternative-port: the output port number to replace the original port number
in the switching table.
When a switch detects the failure from one of its output ports, it immediately
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obtains the MAC address of the node adjacent to reconnect-link (reconnected n-
ode) from the failure notication table. It then sends a failure notication message
containing failed-link ID to the reconnected node. When the learning approach is
used, an Ethernet switch receives a failure notication message, changes its port
state according to the failure notication message, ushes its switching table and
returns back to the backward learning stage. In this case, the switch does not need
to know which destination MAC address is not reachable after the failure. The re-
covery speed is slower since the switch has to return back to learning stage. When
non-learning approach is used, as soon as a node on the reconnect-path receives the
failure notication message, it uses the failed-link ID to nd the alternative output
port of disconnected destinations in the alternate output port table. Disconnected-
destinations are a set of destinations that the node on the reconnect-path cannot
communicate due to the particular link failure. Then, the output port to these
destinations in switching table is changed to the alternative-port. When the no-
tication message arrives at the reconnected node, in addition to the switching
table reconguration, the node also changes the state of the alternative port from
"discarding" to "forwarding" to reconnect the spanning tree. The non-learning
approach can provide faster recovery speed, however, each Ethernet switch must
maintain the information of which nodes are not reachable upon each link failure,
increasing the cost of the switches.
Figure 4.2 shows the failure notication table of Node C and alternate output
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Figure 4.2: (a) Failed Notication Table on Node C (b) Alternate Output Port
Table on Node E (c) Alternate Output Port Table on Node F
port table of Node E and F on the network in Fig. 4.1. When C detects the failure
of port 0, after checking the failure notication table (4.2 (a)), it sends a message
containing failed link id 'CG' to F along the path C ! E ! F . It also recongures
its switching table.
When node E receives the failure notication message, it uses the failed link
ID to check its alternate output port table and recongure the switching table.
According to the table, frames to destinations G, H, and I need to use alternate
ports, so the output ports of these destinations are changed to port 1 at node
E (4.2 (b)). The failure notication message then is forwarded to node F. After
receiving the message from node E, node F does the same alternate output port
table checking and switching table reconguration as E does (4.2 (c)). Further, F
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should change the state of output port 1 from "discarding" to "forwarding".
No matter whether learning or non-learning approach is used to implement the
FSTR mechanism, a central scheduler is needed to pre-congure each Ethernet
switch according to the network topology and trac demands. We note that
the assumption of centralized scheduler has been widely used in Metro Ethernet
networks for the purpose of spanning tree generation, failure handling and VLAN
assignment
The FSTR mechanism is designed for single link failure recovery. When more
than one link fail concurrently and the two reconnect-paths are link disjoint, the
two reconnect-links can reconnect the spanning tree independently without any
loops. However, if a switch receives two failure notication messages from dierent
nodes indicating that a loop may be formed in the network with FSTR., it must
notify the network manager or broadcast to the network that the failure scenario
cannot be handled, then RSTP shall be activated for spanning tree re-convergence.
We will discuss and study the details of handling multiple link failure with FSTR
mechanism in the next chapter
The previous discussion demonstrates several attractive features of FSTR mech-
anism:
1. With failure notication table and alternate output port table at each Eth-
ernet switch, the FSTR mechanism can avoid ushing the entire spanning
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tree and the backward learning through appropriate re-conguration of the
switching table.
2. The recovery time of FSTR is short. As long as the two end nodes of the failed
link recongure their switching tables, aected Ethernet frames can be imme-
diately rerouted to the reconnect-link along the reconnect-path. The failure
notication message is sent to the switches along the reconnect-path before
rerouting the frames. To ensure that these switches have been recongured
before rerouted frames arrive, such that frames can be safely transmitted on
the reconnected spanning tree, a delay for reconguration should be added
between the failure notication message and rerouted trac. Hence the re-
covery time is likely to be slightly longer than the maximum reconguration
delay of an Ethernet switch, which is acceptable in MAN.
3. The protocol can be implemented in conventional Ethernet switch, and the
signaling overhead is low. Only two messages from opposite direction of
the reconnect-path is sent after the failure. The cost of FSTR mechanism
comes from pre-computed failure notication table and alternate output port
table. The forwarding logic of the Ethernet switch does not need signicant
modication. FSTR mechanism only changes the port states of the Eth-
ernet switches to build a reconnected spanning tree. We believe that the
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implementation cost of the FSTR mechanism is lower than that of the lo-
cal restoration mechanism, since the local restoration mechanism needs line
speed VLAN switching in each Ethernet switch which requires a high speed
processor.
It should be noted that failure notication table and alternate output port table on
each Ethernet switch can be easily computed in advance according to the reconnect-
links to reconnect the spanning tree upon single link failure. The reconnect-links
should be properly pre-computed o-line to make the FSTR mechanism achieve
a good performance. In the next section, we discuss how much backup capacity
should be reserved on the reconnect-path when the reconnect-link has been selected,
and formulate the FSTR pre-conguration problem as an optimization problem.
4.3 Backup Capacity Provisioning-Problem For-
mulation
4.3.1 Backup Capacity Calculation
On the reconnected spanning tree upon a link failure, trac on some links would
increase due to trac rerouting. Backup capacity should be reserved to carry the
increased amount of trac on these links. We need to determine the amount of
backup capacity reserved on each link for bandwidth guarantees. Backup capacity
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planning have been widely studied in MPLS networks and optical networks. The
problem on tree topology has also been studied. However, the backup capacity
reservation with FSTR mechanism is dierent from previous studies. Upon failure
of a protected link, the working trac on the link is rerouted onto the reconnect-
path. Apparently, only links on the reconnect-path of a protected link need backup
capacity reservation to guarantee protection of the particular link.
Let wf be the working trac on protected undirected link f , and undirected
link l be a link on the reconnect-path. When the working trac on f is rerouted
onto the reconnect-path, the backup capacity reserved on link l for f should be at
most wf . Let wl;f be the trac traversing both link f and l on the original tree,
trac wl;f would not traverse link l after the spanning tree reconnection. This
is because that the path on reconnected spanning tree to carry trac wl;f does
not include link l. Hence, rerouted trac on link l is wf   wl;f instead of wf .
Meanwhile, the working trac on link l is reduced to wl   wl;f after the spanning
tree reconnection. Since the released part of the working capacity can be used
to carry backup trac, the additional backup capacity reserved on link l should
be maxf(wl   wl;f ) + (wf   wl;f )   wl; 0g = maxfwf   2wl;f ; 0g. It also can be
represented as (wf   2wl;f )+.
The example in Fig. 4.3 shows the trac on spanning tree before failure and
trac on the reconnected tree after failure. We assume that there are three 1 unit
bidirectional connections in the network (0 $ 7,5 $ 2,6 $ 2). Link 6   7 is


















Figure 4.3: ((a) Trac on a spanning tree before failure (b) Trac on the recon-
nected spanning tree after failure of link 1  2
congured as the reconnect-link to reconnect the spanning tree upon failure of link
1  2, so the reconnect-path of the protected link 1  2 is 1$ 4$ 6$ 7$ 2. Let
us consider the backup capacity reserved on link 4 6. On the spanning tree before
failure, working trac on 4  6 is w46 = 1 and on protected link 1  2 is w12 = 3.
It can also be seen that trac traversing both link 1   2 and 4   6 is w12;46 = 1.
On the reconnected tree after the failure of link 1  2, since connection 6 $ 2 no
longer traverses link 4 6, working trac on 4 6 would be reduced by w12;46 = 1.
We note that the w12;46 units of working capacity reserved on spanning tree before
failure is released and can be used to carry rerouted trac on reconnected tree.
Since the rerouted trac on link 4   6 after the reconnection is w12   w12;46 = 2,
the additional backup capacity reserved on link 4  6 to account for the failure of
link 1  2 is w12   2w12;46 = 1.
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4.3.2 Problem Formulation
FSTR pre-conguration is based on the knowledge of established spanning trees,
and trac of long term end-to-end connections.
FSTR pre-conguration problem: Given one or more spanning trees
established in a network and a set of end-to-end connections, assign
each connection to an appropriate working spanning tree, and select the
best reconnect-links to reconnect each spanning tree in case of single
link failures, such that the backup capacity reserved in the network is
minimized. We note that when only a single spanning tree has been built, we only
need to solve the reconnect-link pre-conguration problem since connections can
traverse only on the single working spanning tree. However, with multiple spanning
trees, connection assignment and reconnect-link pre-conguration become a joint
optimization problem.
4.3.3 Integer Linear Programming Model
FSTR pre-conguration problem can be represented by a integer linear program-
ming model. We assume that links are undirected, and end-to-end connections are
bidirectional. Before the optimization, we should pre-compute reconnect-link set
Rkf for each protected link f , which is the set of links that can reconnect spanning
tree k when link f fails. The reconnect-link to protect f is the one selected from
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Rkf . The reconnect-path RP
k
fl can then be computed for a protected link f on tree
k and a potential reconnect-link l in set Rkf . The variables that the ILP model tries
to determine are:
kd : binary variable, 
k
d = 1 if connection d uses spanning tree k as working
spanning tree
kfl : binary variable, 
k
fl = 1 if on spanning tree k, link l is the reconnect-link
upon failure of link f .





Connection assignment constraint: it ensures that each end-to-end connection can
be assigned to one and only one working spanning tree.
X
k
kd = 1 8d 2 D
Reconnect-link conguration constraint: it ensures that one and only one reconnect-
link is selected to reconnect the spanning tree in case of a single link failure.
X
l2Rkf
kfl = 1 8k; 8f 2 T k
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Working trac constraints: these constraints give the working trac on each link,








kdcd 8k; 8f;m 2 T k
Backup capacity constraints: these constraints calculate the amount of backup
capacity reserved on each link for full protection guarantees of fast spanning tree
reconnection. The backup capacity needed on one link to protect another link is








f   2wkfm)+ 8f;m 2 E
rm  rfm 8f;m 2 E
4.4 Proof of NP-Completeness
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the FSTR pre-conguration problem.
If we assume there is only one spanning tree established in the network, the pre-
conguration problem becomes how to select a reconnect-link for each link on one
spanning tree to minimize the backup capacity, regardless of the working trac
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assignment problem.
Theorem 4.2. FSTR pre-conguration problem on a single spanning tree is NP-
Complete
Proof. The decision version of the problem is as follows.
Instance: A Graph G(V;E), a spanning tree T on G, a set of connections C
and a given integer value .
Question: Does there exist a set of reconnect links to protect all the links on
the spanning tree, and the total backup capacity is no more than ?
The question is equivalent to another question: does there exist a set of links
L, so that the graph T + L is 2-edge connected and the total backup capacity is
no more than ?
Polynomial-time verication
It is easy to see that the problem2 NP , since the non-deterministic algorithm can
guess a set of reconnect-links, and check in polynomial time whether the solution
is smaller than  using the equation shown in the last section.
Reducibility
We reduce the 3-Dimensional Matching which is NP-Complete to the FSTR pre-
conguration problem with single spanning tree by a similar reduction approach
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which was used to prove the NP-Completeness of 2-edge connectivity augmentation
problem in [59]. 3-Dimensional Matching problem can be described as below.
Instance: A set M  W X  Y , where W, X and Y are disjoint sets having
the same number q of elements.
Question: Does M contain a matching, that is a subset M 0  M , such that
jM 0j = q and no two elements of M 0 agree in any coordinate?
Let M be an instance of 3-Dimensional Matching with jM j = p where p is the
number of elements in M , and W = fwiji = 1; 2:::qg, X = fxiji = 1; 2:::qg and
Y = fyiji = 1; 2:::qg, we construct a spanning tree with the vertex set
V =frg [ fwi; xi; yiji = 1; 2:::qg
[ faijk; aijk; bijk;bijkj(wi; xj; yk) 2Mg
r is the root of the tree. One vertex is established for each element in W , X, and
Y . In addition for each element in M , four vertices are established represented by
aijk, aijk, bijk and bijk. The edge set of the spanning tree is dened as
T =f(r; wi); (r; xi); (r; yi)ji = 1; 2:::qg
[ f(wi; bijk); (wi;bijk)j(wi; xj; yk) 2Mg
[ f(bijk; aijk); (bijk; aijk)j(wi; xj; yk) 2Mg
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And the set of o-tree edges are dened as
E   T = f(aijk; xj); (aijk; yk); (aijk; aijk)j(wi; xj; yk) 2Mg
Figure 4.4 shows an instance of a constructed graph to reduce 3DM problem to
FSTR pre-conguration problem. Furthermore, let each neighboring node pair
connected by a link on the spanning tree have a connection of 1 unit. We will
show that by solving the pre-conguration problem in this network with this set
of connections, we can solve the corresponding 3DM problem.
r
w1 w2




Figure 4.4: An instance of 3-D Matching: p = q = 2,M = f(w1; x1; y2); (w2; x2; y1)g
Obviously, no matter how a set of reconnect-links is selected to make the tree
2-edge connected, 1 unit of backup capacity must be reserved on each link on the
spanning tree. Hence the total reserved backup capacity on the spanning tree
should be the number of tree links 3q + 4p. On the other hand, if a reconnect-link
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is used, 1 unit of backup capacity is reserved on it, and the total backup capacity
reserved in the network should be 3q+4p+Number of reconnect-links. Consider in
the constructed spanning tree, there are 2q + 2p leaves. To make sure that all the
links can be protected, at least q+ p reconnect-links are needed, which means that
each leaf on the spanning tree has only one reconnect-link incident on it. Therefore,
if we assume link (mijk; xj) is used as a reconnect-link, link (mijk mijk) cannot be
used as a reconnect link, and link ( mijk; yk) must be a reconnect link. This implies
that (wi; xj; yk) 2 M 0. In other words, to make (wi; xj; yk) 2 M 0, link (mijk; xj)
and ( mijk; yk) must be used as reconnect-link, otherwise link (mijk; mijk) is used as
reconnect-links and (wi; xj; yk) is not in M
0
If we can nd a solution of the FSTR pre-conguration problem with the total
backup capacity no more than  = 4q+5p, it means that the number of reconnect-
links used for protection should be and only be q+ p. For each triple (wi; xj; yk) 2
M 0, two reconnect-links are involved. Let the number of triples in M 0 be n. The
number of which not in M 0 should be p   n. Then we can get the equation
2n+ p  n = p+ q, and n = q.
In conclusion, suppose the instance of the FSTR pre-conguration problem has
a solution. It means that a set of reconnect-links with the total backup capacity
no more than B = 4q + 5p can be found. Then 3-dimensional matching has a
solution which is shown by nodes using link (mijk; xj) and ( mijk; yk) as reconnect-
links. By this way, we can get all triples in M 0, and jM 0j = q. This concludes
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our proof that the FSTR pre-conguration problem with single spanning tree is
NP-Complete.
Note that FSTR pre-conguration with single spanning tree is a special case of
the general FSTR pre-conguration problem. Hence it can be deduced that FSTR
pre-conguration problem is NP-Complete.
4.5 Augmentation Based Spanning Tree Recon-
nection Algorithm
Due to the fact that the FSTR pre-conguration problem is NP-Complete, we
develop an ecient algorithm that obtain close approximation to the optimal so-
lution. For simplication, we develop the FSTR pre-conguration algorithm with
two phases: working spanning tree assignment and reconnect-link selection. The
reconnect-link selection phase is equivalent to solving the FSTR pre-conguration
problem on each single spanning tree.
4.5.1 Working Spanning Tree Assignment
The working spanning tree assignment problem is to assign a proper spanning tree
to each connection for for transmission during normal working condition. This
phase determines the working trac on each link, so it would greatly inuence the
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total backup capacity reserved in a network. Based on the assumption that backup
capacity sharing is allowed, intuitively, the objectives of the working spanning tree
assignment are to balance the load on each link and minimize the total working
trac.
Some algorithms for working spanning tree assignment in Metro Ethernet have
been proposed for load balancing or improving resource utilization [60][61]. Dier-
ent from previous work, we develop a simple algorithm which is more compatible
with FSTR mechanism. It successively assigns a working spanning tree to each
connection with the minimum working capacity needed on the tree. The algorithm
is shown as Algorithm 4.3. The worst case time complexity of the Algorithm 4.3
is O(KjDjE).
Algorithm 4.3 Working Spanning Tree Assignment
Input: Connection set D, established K multiple spanning trees
Output: Tree assignment kassign(d)
1: repeat
2: Randomly select a trac demand d 2 D
3: for k = 1 to K do
4: costk(d) =
P
l2Pkd (wl + d)
5: end for
6: Assign demand d to spanning tree
kassign(d) = argmink costk(d)
7: until No trac demand can be assigned
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4.5.2 Reconnect-Link Selection
After assigning the working spanning tree to each connection, the amount of trac
on each link per tree wkl , and the amount of trac traversing on any link pair per
tree wkl;m are obtained. With the two parameters, backup capacity reserved on
each spanning tree by a given set of reconnect-links can be calculated, and we can
solve the FSTR pre-conguration problem on each single spanning tree. A set of
reconnect-links with the minimum backup capacity is selected for each tree.
As we mentioned in the last section, the FSTR pre-conguration problem on
a single spanning tree is similar to the 2-edge connectivity augmentation problem
[62], which can be solved by a 2-approximation algorithm in polynomial time.
The main dierence between the two problems is that the objective of the 2-edge
connectivity augmentation problem is to minimize the total cost of the link set
which makes the graph 2-edge connected (same as reconnect-link set). However,
FSTR pre-conguration problem is to minimize the total backup capacity in the
whole network. Hence in FSTR pre-conguration problem, not only the backup
capacity on reconnect-links, but also the backup capacity on other links should be
considered. What makes the problem even more dicult is bandwidth sharing,
which lets the selection of reconnect-links not independent, but inuenced by each
other.
In our algorithm, we rst construct an augmented graph from the spanning
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tree and its reconnect-links. A cost is given to each reconnect-link, which is not a
single value but a vector. Then a modied 2-approximation algorithm is used to
nd a set of reconnect-links on augmented graph with the minimum cost.
Augmented Graph Construction
Before the construction of augmented graph, we need to dene the reconnect-link
path as the path between the two end nodes of reconnect-link on the spanning tree,
which is dierent from reconnect-path. notice that a reconnect-link path is only
determined by a reconnect-link, and a reconnect-link only has one corresponding
reconnect-link path, otherwise, there would be a cycle on the spanning tree
In FSTR Pre-conguration problem, we need to select a reconnect-link for each
link on the spanning tree, but it does not mean that every link on the reconnect-link
path of a reconnect-link uses that particular reconnect-link. For example, in Fig.
4.1, the reconnect-link path of F G is F E C G H, and E C may use B D
as the reconnect-link, but not F  G. To ease the cost computation, we can modify
the graph by adding some virtual reconnect-links on the spanning tree to ensure
that every link on each reconnect-path can be protected by a reconnect-link. Note
that these virtual reconnect-links have no physical meanings, but only represent a
relationship between the protected link and actual reconnect-link used. Figure 4.5
shows an example of an augmented graph based on the network in Fig. 1. The
dotted links represent the virtual reconnect-links added in the augmented graph.



























Figure 4.5: Augmented Graph
The meaning of a virtual reconnect-link is that all the links on the reconnect-link
path of it are protected by the corresponding real reconnect-link. For instance, the
meaning of link C  D is that C   E   F  D is protected by D  B if C  D is
selected as a reconnect-link. We label 'D B' on the dotted line C D to indicate
that the real reconnect-link of virtual reconnect-link C   D is D   B. A link on
the tree may belong to several reconnect-link paths, but it can be guaranteed that
only one reconnect-link is selected to protect it by carefully assigning the link cost.
The algorithm to construct the augmented graph is described as 4.4.
The Algorithm 4.4 rst adds one virtual reconnect-link for each node pair on
the reconnect-link path of a real reconnect-link r, and labels it with 0r0. If a link
on the path has only one reconnect-link, indicating that no other reconnect-links
except r can protect it, all the virtual reconnect-links related to r must protect
the link. Hence we delete those virtual reconnect-link related to r which cannot
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Algorithm 4.4 Augmented Graph Generation
Input: Reconnect-link set R, spanning tree T
Output: Augmented Graph G0
1: for Each candidate reconnect-link r 2 R do
2: for Each node pair on reconnect-link path of r do
3: Add one virtual reconnect-link between the node pair
4: Label the virtual reconnect-link as 0r0
5: end for
6: if Any link on reconnect-link path of r has only one reconnect-link then
7: Delete all the virtual reconnect-links which do not protect the link
8: end if
9: end for
protect the particular link, and decrease the number of virtual reconnect-links.
Cost Computation
The cost of a virtual reconnect-link in our algorithm is dened as a vector cl, when
the ith element in cl represents the amount of backup capacity reserved on link i





Obviously for any two virtual reconnect-links m and n, if RLPm  RLPn, then
cm  cn. If a link belonging to RLPn but not RLPm has not been protected by n,
reconnect-link m will be used to protect the other links rather than n due to the
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fact that the backup capacity required by m must be no more than that required
by n. Therefore, with the objective of nding the minimum backup capacity, it can
be guaranteed that a link is protected by one and only one virtual reconnect-link.
In Fig. 4.5, C   E can be protected by virtual reconnect-link C  D and F  H,
but these two reconnect-links will not be selected at the same time. Instead, C D
and C   H would be selected due to the reason that these two links can protect
the same set of links as that can be protected by C  D and F  H, and the cost
of C  H is lower than F  H.
Reconnect-link Selection
After constructing the augmented graph and dening the cost of each virtual
reconnect-link on the augmented graph, we design the reconnect-link selection algo-
rithm based on the 2-approximation algorithm of 2-edge connectivity augmentation
problem in [62]. In the original 2-approximation algorithm, to nd the minimum
branching in the network, a link with the minimum additional cost is selected to
break the cycle. Since the cost in our algorithm is a vector, we redene the addi-
tional cost of an edge as the additional backup capacity when the edge is selected.
Denote l(u; v) the link to break the cycle, and m(p; v) the link to be replaced. The
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reconnect-link selection algorithm is shown as Algorithm 4.5.
Algorithm 4.5 reconnect-link Selection
Input: Augmented Graph G0, cost vector for each virtual reconnect-link ~cl, span-
ning tree T
Output: Selected reconnect-links
1: Select a node randomly as the root of the T.
2: Direct all the edges of T towards the root.
3: For every virtual reconnect-link l = (u; v), direct the edge from u to v, and v
to u, and set cost of the two edges ~cl.
4: Find a minimum weight branching in the directed graph with the modied
cost.
5: For each directed edge picked as a part of the branching, check the label of
the virtual reconnect-link represented by it, and congure all the links on the
reconnect-link path of the virtual reconnect-link to be protected by the corre-
sponding real reconnect-link.
4.6 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the mechanism, we obtain the optimization results
and results from algorithms on various network topologies. A number of end-to-
end connections are selected randomly in the network. All the connections have
the same trac amount of 1Gbps.
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4.6.1 Comparison with Other Mechanism
In this section, ten groups of randomly selected connections with certain num-
ber are used in the optimization on dierent network topologies. The condence
intervals in all scenarios are in the range of [ 9;+9].
FSTR vs. RSTPopt
We compare the FSTR mechanism with the RSTPopt proposed in [43], a resilient
mechanism on single spanning tree. In RSTPopt mechanism, an optimal span-
ning tree is reconstructed for a particular failure, such that the network resource
reservation is minimized. The original model in [43] reserves backup capacity in-
dependently for each failure scenario. We modify the model to make it support
backup capacity sharing. Compared with RSTPopt, FSTR has faster recovery
speed and does not need backward learning. In addition, RSTPopt needs pre-
computing a spanning tree for each failure scenario. FSTR is simpler since only a
single reconnect-link is selected in case of any single link failure.
The total backup capacity needed by RSTPopt and FSTR in 4  4 networks
are shown in Fig. 4.6. Since the RSTPopt mechanism rebuilds the optimal span-
ning tree, it reserves less backup capacity than our mechanism. With RSTPopt,
many links may change after the failure for the optimal backup capacity saving,
comparing with one link change in our mechanism. However, the performance gap



























Figure 4.6: Total Backup Capacity Reserved in 4 4 Grid Network
between RSTPopt and FSTR is marginal. The interesting observation indicates
that FSTR can have almost the same performance as RSTPopt by only using a
single link to reconnect the spanning tree. It also supports our argument that in
Metro Ethernet networks, rebuilding the whole spanning tree upon a single link
failure is unnecessary. Through single link reconnection, FSTR can have faster
recovery using almost the same amount of resources.
FSTR vs. Local Restoration
With multiple spanning trees built in the network, the fast spanning tree recon-
nection mechanism is compared with the local restoration mechanism proposed in
the last chapter. The local restoration (LR) mechanism has no signaling overhead
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and handles failure quickly, however, its implementation cost is higher than FSTR
mechanism. The local restoration mechanism includes the connection-based and
the link-based mechanisms. In the connection-based LR, each end-to-end connec-
tion independently selects a set of backup spanning trees, while in the link-based
LR, a backup spanning tree is selected to protect the failure of a particular link
on a working spanning tree. Obviously, the connection-based LR has more exi-
bility in nding backup trees, since working trac on one link can be separated
onto multiple backup trees. In the FSTR and link-based LR, aggregated trac on
the failed link of a spanning tree is rerouted to a single reconnect-path or backup
spanning tree. On the other hand, the connection based LR is more complex than
the FSTR and link based LR in terms of pre-conguration and implementation
on Ethernet switches. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the backup capacity re-
quired by three mechanisms to protect against single link failure in 4 4 and 6 6
grid networks. Four spanning trees on each topology are built by the algorithm
proposed in the last chapter. The connection-based local restoration mechanism
(LR connection-based) has the best performance, since in this the mechanism each
connection individually selects the local backup spanning tree. FSTR reserves on-
ly around 5% more backup capacity than the connection-based, performing better
than the link-based local restoration mechanism (LR link-based). About 15% of
backup capacity is saved in FSTR compared with the link-based local restoration.
The reason for FSTR's better performance than the link-based local restoration





























Figure 4.7: Total Backup Capacity Reserved in 4 4 Grid network
mechanism comes from the improved capacity sharing. In FSTR, the working
capacity used before failure could be released to carry the rerouted trac after
failure, which saves a lot of backup capacity. However, since the trac is restored
to backup spanning trees in the LR mechanisms, working capacity on working s-
panning trees cannot be reused. Due to the scalability issues, the comparison of
optimization results are carried out on small networks only. We believe that the
capacity savings of FSTR mechanism would also hold in larger networks. It is
because backup capacity is reserved on the reconnect-paths only with the FSTR
mechanism. In large network where many links on the spanning tree may share the
same reconnect-link, the backup capacity of these links can also be shared which
leads to more ecient bandwidth utilization.


























Figure 4.8: Total Backup Capacity Reserved in 6 6 Grid network
4.6.2 Performance of the Algorithm
To analyze the performance of the augmentation based algorithm, we compare its
performance with the optimal solution in 44 and 66 grid topologies. We denote
our augmentation based spanning tree reconnection algorithm as "AugAlgorithm"
in the gures. For the single spanning tree scenario, we also show the performance
of a simple greedy heuristic algorithm, which randomly picks a protected link and
selects a reconnect-link with the minimum backup capacity for it at each step. The
results on single spanning trees are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. The results
on multiple spanning trees are shown in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12.
Twenty groups of randomly selected connections with certain number are used
in the simulation. The condence interval is [ 14;+14]. It can be seen from Fig.
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Figure 4.9: Backup capacity reserved on single spanning tree (4 4 Grid)
4.8 and Fig. 4.9 that our algorithm can obtain comparable results to the optimal
solutions. In a single spanning tree scenario, the performance gap of the backup
capacity obtained from our algorithm and the optimal solution is smaller than 10%,
and in multiple spanning trees scenario, the gap is smaller than 15% as shown in
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. The reason for the increase of the performance gap when
multiple spanning trees are used is that our algorithm solves the working spanning
tree assignment and reconnect-link selection separately. As the matter of fact, the
two problems together is a joint optimization problem. It can also be observed
from the graph that, with the increasing number of spanning trees, the backup
capacity reserved in the network decreases. The reduction of the backup capacity
from 1 spanning tree to 2 trees is about 10%, and that from 2 trees to 3 trees is
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Figure 4.10: Backup capacity reserved on single spanning tree (6 6 Grid)
less than 5%, showing that with a small number of spanning trees, the minimum
backup capacity necessary for guaranteed protection of a single link failure by
FSTR mechanism can be achieved.
4.6.3 Recovery Time
As we described in the previous section, when an Ethernet switch detects a failure,
it immediately reroutes the trac to the reconnect-path. Hence the recovery time of
a connection is only slightly larger than the processing time at the switch. However,
providing guaranteed protection of the trac would require a slightly longer time
due to the fact that the backup capacity is reserved for the reconnected spanning
tree. During the spanning tree reconnection procedure, backup capacity for some
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Figure 4.11: Backup capacity reserved on multiples spanning trees (4 4 Grid)
rerouted trac may not be guaranteed. Hence, the recovery time for guaranteed
protection depends on how fast the spanning tree is reconnected. Spanning tree
reconnection time period is determined by the length of the reconnect-path. With
a longer reconnect-path, it takes more time to notify the failure by notication
messages and to reconnect the spanning tree upon failure.
In this section, we simulate the augmentation based algorithm on large network.
100-node networks generated randomly using Waxman's [58] algorithm. We con-
strain the maximum hop of the reconnect-path and study the relationship between
the backup capacity reserved in the network and the length of the reconnect-path.
We choose one thousand connections randomly selected, and 10 spanning trees
are used. As shown in Fig. 4.13, if reconnect-links with longer reconnect-paths
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Figure 4.12: Backup capacity reserved on multiples spanning trees (6 6 Grid)
can be used in the network, the backup capacity reserved in the network would
be decreased. However, reconnect-links with limited length of reconnect-path is e-
nough for backup capacity saving. In a network with degree 5, when the hop count
constraints of a reconnect-path reaches 30, the backup capacity slowly decreases.
4.7 Conclusions
To achieve fast and guaranteed recovery for Metro Ethernet networks, a Fast S-
panning Tree Reconnection (FSTR) mechanism for resilient Metro Ethernet is
developed. In this mechanism, a reconnect-link is activated to reconnect the t-
wo separated subtrees to form a complete spanning tree in case of a single link
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Figure 4.13: Total Backup Capacity Reserved in 100-node Network with dierent
degree
failure. Only Ethernet switches on the reconnect-path need to be notied of a fail-
ure and re-congured, hence switching table ushing and backward learning are
avoided. The mechanism can ensure fast failure recovery. We formulated the F-
STR pre-conguration problem as an ILP problem. We prove that this problem is
NP-Complete. We developed an ecient augmentation based spanning tree recon-
nection algorithm which is based on a classical approximation algorithm of 2-edge
connectivity augmentation. The numerical results show that FSTR can have simi-
lar or considerably better performance than previous mechanisms. The results for
the augmentation based algorithm show that the performance of the algorithm is
close to the optimal one.
Chapter5
Handling Double Link Failures Using
FSTR
5.1 Introduction
Single link failures are the most common failure scenarios in the network, but
unforeseen disasters may result in two or more link failures. Recently, there has
been research interest in providing full or partial protection against double or
multiple link failures in MANs and WANs. Guaranteed protection (i.e. 100%
protection) for multiple link failures is expensive and dicult, since it requires
too much network resources and a relatively complicated mechanism. Therefore
a resilient mechanism with simplicity and fast failure recovery is also considered
in Metro Ethernet networks, which may not provide full protection against all the
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multiple link failure scenarios, but has the capability to provide a specic quality
of protection according to the requirements from customers.
Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection (FSTR) mechanism presented in the previous
chapter can eciently handle single link failure with fast speed and guaranteed
backup capacity. However, when multiple links fail in the network, the FSTR
mechanism may generate unexpected loops and cannot function properly. This
is due to the fact that FSTR mechanism handles each single link failure in a
distributed manner. Upon multiple link failures, an aected Ethernet switch may
only get limited failure information, resulting in a wrong decision on when they
recongure their switching table. Broadcasting the failure information in the entire
network seems to be the simplest way to handle this problem, however, it would
greatly increase the recovery time.
In this chapter, we improve the FSTR mechanism to handle double-link failures
in Metro Ethernet networks without any loops in the network. It can also avoid
failure message broadcast in the network, reducing the failure handling time. In
addition to 100% protection provisioning for single link failures, this mechanism
can handle double-link failures with a specied protection grade requirement of a
connection.
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5.2 FSTR Protocol with Double-Link Failure
5.2.1 Double-Link Failures in Metro Ethernet
In addition to fully protecting single link failures, a resilient mechanism in Metro
Ethernet should also have the capability to handle multiple link failures with a
certain protection grade. In this paper, we focus on double-link failures.
There are totally four situations when double-link failure happens in Metro
Ethernet.
 Case 1: The two failed links are not on the working spanning tree, so that
no resilient mechanism is needed to reconnect the tree.
 Case 2: One failed link is on the working spanning tree, while another failed
link is not, and it is not the reconnect-link of the rst link either. In this
case, FSTR mechanism for single link failure mechanism can provide the
protection.
 Case 3: One failed link is a link of the working spanning tree, while another
failed link is the reconnect-link of the rst link. This failure can be simply
protected by activating the secondary reconnect-link.
 Case 4: Two failed links are both on the working spanning tree. In this
case, two reconnect-links must be used to reconnect the spanning tree.
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The resilient mechanism to handle double-link failures in Metro Ethernet should
be able to protect against all the four kinds of failures as shown above, especially
Case 4. However, the original FSTR mechanism cannot handle failures in Case
4. It is because that the mechanism handles link failures in a distributed manner,
and each switch does not know which failure situation has happened. In the FSTR
mechanism, when an Ethernet switch detects a link failure adjacent to it, it treats
the failure as a single link failure without any knowledge on possible failures in
other parts of the network. Thus, it may notify a wrong reconnect-link to reconnect
the spanning tree and generate a loop in the network. Figure 5.1 illustrates how
a loop is formed when double-link failure happens. Assume that link C   F is
pre-congured as reconnect-link of link B   C as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). Based
on FSTR mechanism, Ethernet switch B will send a notication knowledge to F
when B C fails, and then C F will be activated to reconnect the spanning tree.
In the same way, we assume link C   G is the reconnect-link of D   F (Fig. 5.1
(b)). When the failure of single link B   C or D   F happens, FSTR mechanism
can reconnect the spanning tree with the proper reconnect-link. However, when
link B C and D F fail simultaneously, node F does not know the failure of link
B  C, and activates the reconnect-link C   F . At the same time, C will activate
the reconnect-link C  G, which will generate a circle between switches C, F and
G (Fig. 5.1 (c)).
A possible way to solve the problem is to let every Ethernet switch adjacent
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Figure 5.1: (a) link C   F is used as the reconnect-link when link B   C fails (b)
link C  G is used as the reconnect-link when link D   F fails (c) an unexpected
loop is formed when link B   C and link D   F fail.
to failed links broadcast a failure message throughout the whole network. Then
switches can make the correct decision when they receive all the failure messages,
and a loop-free reconnection solution could be found. However, this method takes
several Round Trip Times during failure message broadcast and spanning tree
reconnection, which can hardly meet the fast failure recovery requirement in Metro
Ethernet. We therefore develop a dierent method to handle the double-link failure
problem. By carefully pre-conguring the reconnect-links, each Ethernet switch
adjacent to the failed link could handle the failure independently, treating the
failure as a single link failure while ensuring that no loops are generated in the
network at the same time.
In Fig. 5.2, another possible pre-conguration of the reconnect-links is shown.
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The reconnect-link of B   C is changed to C   D instead of C   F , while the
reconnect-link of D   F remains to be C   G. When the two links B   C and
D   F fail, B noties D to activate C   D, and D noties G to activate C   G
via the path D ! C. Thus the spanning tree is reconnected without any loops.
Note that node B does not know the failure of D   F during the reconnection
procedure, only handling the failure of link B   C as a single link failure. The
example shows that broadcasting failure message all over the network to handle
double-link failures is unnecessary. The reconnect-links can be pre-congured in
a way that loops are avoided even though each failure is handled independently.
Next we present the necessary and sucient condition for loop avoidance of FSTR
mechanism in Metro Ethernet.
Figure 5.2: (a) link C  D is used as the reconnect-link when link B   C fails (b)
link C   G is used as the reconnect-link when link D   F fails (c) the spanning
tree can be safely reconnected without any loop
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5.2.2 Loop Free Condition of Handling Double-Link Fail-
ure
First We recall that the reconnect-path is dened the path between the two end
nodes of a protected link on the reconnected spanning tree upon the link failure.
It is determined by the protected link and the reconnect-link. For example, in
Fig. 5.2, reconnect-path of link B   C is B   D   C, and that of D   F is
D B C G F . Obviously, the end nodes of protected link and reconnect-link
are all on the corresponding reconnect-path.
Theorem 5.1. Let RPi be the reconnect-path of link i on a spanning tree and let
m and n be two links on a spanning tree. Loops cannot be created by double-link
failures of m and n during spanning tree reconnection if and only if for m and n,
the following condition are met:
1. If m 2 RPn, then n =2 RPm
2. If n 2 RPm, then m =2 RPn
Proof. Assume that links A B andM N are on a spanning tree. Further assume
that rA B and rM N are the reconnect-links of A B and M  N .
If the condition 1 and 2 are not satised, we have A   B 2 RPM N and
M  N 2 RPA B. Assume that the length of RPM N is more than RPA B. Since
A   B 2 RPM N , then A, B, M and N which are end nodes of the two links all
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belong to RPM N . According to the denition of a spanning tree, there is only
one path on the spanning tree between any node pair, thus any node between M
and A or N and B on the reconnected tree upon failure of A B should belong to
RPM N . Otherwise, there will be two paths between a node pair on the spanning
tree. On the other hand, since M   N 2 RPA B, any nodes between M and A
or N and B on the reconnected tree upon failure of A   B should also belongs
to RPA B. Due to the assumption that RPM N is longer than RPA B, it can be
concluded that if a node belongs to RPA B, then it belongs to RPM N . Because
the two end nodes of rA B are on RPA B, they must be on RPM N . Upon failure
of A B and M  N , rM N will connect two nodes on RPM N , and rA B will also
connect two nodes on RPM N . rM N , rA B and RPM N will generate a circle as
shown in Fig. 5.3. Therefore, the loop will be formed if condition 1 and 2 are not
satised.
If the two links satisfy the condition that A B 2 RPM N andM N =2 RPA B.
Since M   N =2 RPA B, failure of M   N does not aect the reconnection upon
failure of A B. Hence reconnecting the spanning tree with rA B will not generate
a loop. Also because ofM N =2 RPA B, there are at least one end node ofM N
not on RPA B. Let nodeM be the node not on RPA B, every node betweenM and
one end node of reconnect link rM N do not belong to RPA B either. Otherwise,
these links would form a loop in a spanning tree, which is contradictory to the
denition of spanning tree. Since these nodes on RPM N do not belong to RPA B,










Figure 5.3: Reconnect-links: rM N = E   D and rA B = B   C. Reconnect-
path RPM N is M $ A $ B $ E $ D $ C $ N ; Reconnect-path RPA B is
A$M $ N $ C $ B.
it can be concluded that at least one end node of rM N is not on RPA B. Therefore
when spanning tree is reconnected upon failure of A B and M  N , rM N is not
a link between two nodes of RPA B and will not generate a loop with RPA B and
rA B.
Obviously, we have B   C 2 RPD F and D   F =2 RPB C in Fig. 5.2. The
condition is satised and no loop exists. It also can be seen that the example in
Fig. 5.1 does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.1
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5.2.3 Loop Free Condition of Handling General Failure S-
cenarios
The loop free condition for double-link failures cannot be directly used in the
general multiple failure scenarios. Consider a single node failure which results in
all the links adjacent to the node fail. If the number of links adjacent to the node
is M , the number of links to reconnect the spanning tree should be M   1 but
not M . If loop free condition for double-link failure is used for pre-conguration
of single node failure, there would be a loop in the network.
The loop free condition for handling general failure scenarios is given below:
Theorem 5.2. Assume a failure in Metro Ethernet networks which separates the
original spanning tree into M subtrees, the sucient and necessary condition for
loop free topology with FSTR is that there must be at least one reconnect-link
connecting each sub tree.
Proof. Assume that a general network failure happens which can be single link,
multiple link, or node failures. The original spanning tree is separated into several
subtrees. The number of subtrees depends on the number of failed links. If M
links fail in the network, the spanning tree is divided into M + 1 subtrees as long
as no node failure happens. If a node failure happens and the degree of node is M ,
the spanning tree is divided into M subtrees. To ensure that no loops are formed
with FSTR mechanism, the reconnect-link to reconnect these subtrees must be
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congured in a way that these sub trees cannot be formed into a circle.
Assume that there are M subtrees after a failure. M   1 and only M   1
reconnect-links are required to reconnect these sub trees. With M   1 reconnect-
links, there must be one or several isolated subtrees if there is a loop formed by
the reconnect-links. Hence, to ensure loop free condition with FSTR, it should be
ensured that no subtree is isolated or disconnected by the reconnect-links, which
means that there must be at least one reconnect-link to connect each sub tree.
Theorem 5.2 can help resolve the loop problem upon general failure scenarios,
including node failure and multiple link failures. However, we mainly focus on
double-link failure scenario which can use Theorem 5.1 to solve the loop problem
in this chapter, since the probability that more than two links fail in the network
is trivial. The FSTR mechanism for multiple link failures is discussed in the next
chapter.
Our mechanism to handle double-link failure in Metro Ethernet is based on
FSTR mechanism, but with a smarter pre-conguration of reconnect-links. When
single link failure or the failure as in Case 1 and Case 2 happens, the new
mechanism has the same procedure as the original FSTR mechanism to reconnect
the spanning tree. To handle failure as in Case 3, two dierent reconnect-links are
pre-congured for each protected link on the spanning tree. If the protected link
and one of its reconnect-links fail at the same time, end nodes adjacent to the failed
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reconnect-link will send a message to the end nodes of the protected link, asking
them to use secondary reconnect-link. The new reconnect-link then can be used to
reconnect the spanning tree. To handle failures as in Case 4, the pre-conguration
of reconnect-links should make the protected link pairs on the spanning tree satisfy
the condition in Theory 5.1. The mechanism uses the same failure notication and
switching table reconguration method as the FSTR mechanism, therefore it also
has fast recovery speed and low signaling overhead.
However, there is possibility that due to the topology and spanning tree con-
straints, some protected link pairs on the spanning tree do not satisfy the con-
ditions in Theorem 5.1, and their failure cannot be protected. Our mechanism
for double-link failure can provide 100% protection for single link failures, and can
provide partial protection for double-link failures. To achieve optimal performance,
it should protect the links that are more fragile or more necessary to be protected.
In the next section, we formulate the problem of reconnect-link pre-conguration
for double-link failures so that the protection grade guarantees in the network can
be met.
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5.3 Problem Formulation
5.3.1 Failure Patterns
We formulate the problem under the assumption that network link failures happen
independently and constitute a memoryless process [63]. Denote fi the failure of
single link i, and fij the failure of link i and link j, and the scenario of no failure
is denoted by f0. In addition, the stationary distribution of fi and fij are given by






5.3.2 Denition of Protection Grade
A protection grade of a connection is dened as the probability that the connec-
tion can be protected by the mechanism. It also represents the percentage of the
connection's trac that can be protected, under the assumption that the failure
patterns constitute a memoryless process. In case of a failure, spanning trees should
be reconnected and bandwidth provision should be recongured to guarantee the
protection grade requirement.
Denote d(fij) the percentage of bandwidth that connection d is provided in
case of failure fij, there should be d(fij) 2 [0; 1]. Since our mechanism can fully
protect single link failure, the total protection grade the network can provide to a
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(fi) + (f0), which must be equal
to or larger than the specied protection grade.
5.3.3 Integer Linear Programming Model
We formulate the problem as follows which is similar as the FSTR pre-conguration
problem: Given one or more spanning trees established in a network
and a set of end-to-end connections, assign each connection to a proper
working spanning tree, and select the best reconnect-links to reconnect
each spanning tree to satisfy the protection grade for each connection,
such that the backup capacity reserved in the network is minimized.
To calculate the backup capacity required for a particular failure on each link,
we rst get the working capacity on each link based on the working spanning tree
assignment. Then the trac of each link on the reconnected spanning tree upon
the particular failure can be obtained, and the backup capacity required on the link
is the additional trac when the spanning tree is reconnected. Several parameters
need to be computed before solving the model, including reconnect-link set Rkf
for each link f , reconnect-path RP kfl for each link f and its reconnect-link l, and
reconnected spanning tree T kfi;l. The variables to be determined by the ILP solver
are:
kd : binary variable, 
k
d = 1 if connection d uses spanning tree k as working
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spanning tree
k;0fil : binary variable, 
k;0
fil
= 1 if on spanning tree k, link l is the primary reconnect-
link upon failure of link i
k;1fil : binary variable, fil
k;1 = 1 if on spanning tree k, link l is the secondary
reconnect-link upon failure of link i to handle Case 3 failure.





Similar to the constraints for the FSTR, we have the constraints for working s-
panning tree assignment and reconnect-link pre-conguration. Only one working
spanning tree is assigned to each connection. Only one primary and one secondary
reconnect-link are assigned to each protected link on the spanning tree.
X
k
kd = 1 8d 2 D
X
l2Rkf
k;0fil = 1 8k; 8i 2 T k
X
l2Rkf
k;1fil = 1 8k; 8i 2 T k
The backup capacity required for single link failure is calculated as follows. It
is also the backup capacity required for failure as in Case 2. We rst calculate
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the working trac on each link, which is the trac without any failure. Then
the trac on the reconnected tree upon a particular failure can be obtained. The
backup capacity reserved for the failure should be the additional trac traversing





















;m)cd 8m; i 2 E
rfim = (w
fi
m   wf0m )+ 8m; i 2 E
To handle failures as in Case 3, the backup capacity using the secondary
reconnect-link should be reserved independently. Since the primary and secondary
reconnect-link cannot fail concurrently, the backup capacity reserved in the network
when the secondary reconnect-link is activated can be shared with the backup
capacity for the primary reconnect-link. Similar equations for single link failure as
above are used. The variable k;0fil is replaced by 
k;1
fil
, and one additional condition
ensures that the reconnect-link and the secondary reconnect-link of a protected link
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For the failure as in Case 4, the backup capacity required for a particular
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fij
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Further, we have the constraints that the conditions for double-link failures in
Theorem 5.1 should be satised. When the conditions are not satised, d(fij) = 0
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The backup capacity reserved on a particular link should be the maximum value
among all the failure scenarios.
rm = maxfrfim; rfijm g 8m 2 E
Finally, we have the constraint that the protection grade of each connection






(fi) + (f0)  Ad 8d 2 D
5.4 Performance Evaluation
We study the eciency and characteristics of backup capacity provisioning when
the proposed mechanism is used to handle double-link failures in Metro Ethernet.
We used 44 grid network and select a number of end-to-end connections randomly
in the network. We assume all the connections have the same trac demand of
1Gbps.
We assume that the failure of a link in the network is independent of other
link failures. We let the failure probability of a particular link i is Pr(i) which is
randomly selected from f0:01; 0:001; 0:0001g. Since only the failure of single and
double link are considered, We can get (fi) = Pr(i)
Q
j2E fig(1   Pr(j)) and




We establish four spanning trees in the network according to the spanning tree
algorithm used in Chapter 3, and let all the connections have the same protection
grade requirement of 99% to get the reserved backup capacity. Then the connection
grade requirement for all the connection is set to 99.9%.
Figure 5.4 shows the backup capacity reserved in the 16-node grid network
with dierent number of connections. When the protection grade requirement
of the connections increase, the total backup capacity reserved in the network
increases, due to the fact that more double-link pairs need to be protected to meet




























Figure 5.4: Backup capacity with dierent protection grade constraints.
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The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the protection grade of all con-
nections under the constraints that protection grade of each connection must be
larger than 99.9% is shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be seen that the distribution of
Figure 5.5: CDF of protection grade with dierent number of connections under
the 99.9% protection grade constraints.
the protection grade is almost the same regardless of the number of connections
routed in the network. About 50% of the connections can have a protection grade
higher than 99.95%, and 25% of the connections have protection level higher than
99.97%. It indicates that even though the protection grade requirement is 99.9%,
most of the connections are provided with much higher protection grade.
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5.5 Conclusions
By carefully pre-conguring reconnect-links, Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection
mechanism can solve the loop problem when handling double-link failures. We
developed a reconnect-link pre-conguration model to provide a specied protec-
tion grade for the connections. The numerical results show that our model has the
capability to pre-congure the reconnect-links such that the protection require-
ment for each connection can be satised with ecient utilization of the backup
capacity.
Chapter6
Survivability in Ethernet over WDM
Optical Networks
6.1 Introduction
With optical interfaces and wavelength division multiplexing technologies, Ether-
net can provide tens of Gbps or even higher transmission rate at low price. This
makes Ethernet over Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks a suit-
able candidate for metro and carrier grade networks.
The introduction of Ethernet over WDM results in a traditional two layer mod-
el, optical layer and Ethernet layer. An arbitrary logical Ethernet topology con-
sisting of one or multiple logical spanning trees is built based on lightpahts. These
logical spanning trees are independent of the underlying physical topology. Failure
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handling can be done at the optical layer or Ethernet layer. Survivability in Ether-
net over WDM networks diers from that in IP over WDM networks that has been
widely studied. Since the logical topologies in Ethernet over WDM networks are
spanning trees which are 1-connected, any single logical link failure will disconnect
the logical spanning trees.
In Ethernet over WDM networks, a single physical ber cut may result in
multiple logical link failures at the Ethernet layer that cannot be resolved merely at
the Ethernet layer. Hence lightpath routing of logical spanning trees over a physical
topology should coordinate with Ethernet layer survivability mechanisms to ensure
that any single ber cut on a physical topology does not lead to unresolved failures
at the Ethernet layer. In this chapter, we develop Fast Virtual Spanning Tree
(FVSTR) mechanism for Ethernet over WDM optical networks. We illustrate the
constraints of survivable routing of logical spanning trees over a physical topology.
We present the integer linear programming model for computing the lightpath
routing and FVSTR conguration. We use the terms logical link, virtual link, and
lightpath interchangeably in this thesis.
6.2 Ethernet over WDM model
The introduction of Ethernet over WDM network results in a two layer-optical layer
and Ethernet layer-vertical model shown in Fig. 6.1. We consider that optical layer
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consists of optical bers and optical switches. Lightpaths with a certain capacity
(e.g. 1Gbps or 10Gbps ) are established on the physical topology. Each lightpath
can start at, terminate at, or bypass the optical switches. Ethernet switches are
interconnected via lightpaths. Hence one or multiple logical spanning trees can be
built by using the lightpaths. Note that the structures of these spanning trees are
arbitrary and independent of the underlying physical topology. We assume that
the Ethernet over WDM network architecture uses peer model, hence the optical
layer and Ethernet layer can exchange information at both layers.
EthernetLayer
OpticalLayer
Figure 6.1: Illustration of Ethernet over WDM model
Survivability schemes for Ethernet over WDM networks can be applied at the
optical layer, Ethernet layer, or both layers. Survivable routing in Ethernet over
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WDM networks is dened as lightpath routing with which spanning trees are still
connected upon any single ber cut. When survivability schemes at the optical
layer are used, two link-disjoint lightpaths for each logical spanning tree link should
be established. When there is a ber cut on the primary lightpath of the logical
spanning tree, the backup lightpaths take the responsibility to carry the trac on
the primary lightpath. Survivability schemes at the optical layer have fast recovery
speed but use more network resources. When survivability schemes at the Ethernet
layer are implemented instead, Ethernet switches should rebuild the spanning trees
upon logical link failures on the logical spanning trees resulting from physical ber
cut. Survivability schemes at the Ethernet layer has the drawback of low speed
spanning tree re-convergence. In addition, logical links not on a spanning tree need
to be established for spanning tree reconnection.
6.3 FVSTR Mechanism for Ethernet over WDM
Networks
Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Reconnection (FVSTR) mechanism works in a simi-
lar way as FSTR mechanism at the Ethernet layer. It can solve the problem of
long recovery time inherent in previous Ethernet layer survivability schemes. At
the same time, it uses less network resources, including capacity and transceivers,
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than optical layer survivability schemes. To use Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Re-
connection mechanism, the optical network must create new lightpaths which are
logical reconnect-links currently not on the failed logical spanning tree. Ethernet
switches should be congured to use these logical reconnect-links against failures
of the corresponding logical links on logical spanning tree. Figure 6.2 shows an
example of the FVSTR implementation on Ethernet over WDM networks. The
solid lines represent logical links on a logical spanning tree, and the dash lines
represent logical reconnect-links. In the optical layer, the routing of each logical
link is shown with the same line. FVSTR conguration in the gure shows how
the spanning tree is reconnected after failure. For example, \A   B   A   D"
represents that logical link A   D would be used as the logical reconnect-link to
reconnect the spanning tree upon failure of link A B.
When FVSTR mechanism is used in Ethernet over WDM networks, a single
ber cut at the physical topology may lead to multiple logical link failures at the
Ethernet layer due to the fact that these multiple logical links might traverse the
same single ber at the optical layer. Multiple logical link failures pose two major
problems at the Ethernet layer when the FVSTR mechanism is used:
1. A spanning tree is unable to be reconnected if the logical link on the spanning
tree and its logical reconnect-link fail simultaneously.
2. Loops can be generated if multiple logical links on the spanning tree fail















Figure 6.2: Illustration of FVSTR mechanism on Ethernet over WDM networks:
A D is the logical reconnect-link upon failure of A  B or B  D; B   C is the
logical reconnect-link upon failure of A  C
simultaneously.
To solve the above two problems, coordination of lightpath establishment at
the optical layer and FVSTR conguration at the Ethernet layer is required. Since
we assume that Ethernet over WDM networks are implemented using peer model,
optical layer and Ethernet layer can exchange routing and FVSTR conguration
information with each other for coordination.
At the optical layer, the routing of lightpaths should ensure that each logical
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link on the spanning tree and its reconnect-links are not routed through the same
ber, otherwise the failure of a logical link cannot be recovered by FVSTR. At the
Ethernet layer, the FVSTR conguration must make sure that each logical link on
the spanning tree has a reconnect-link. If several logical links on the spanning tree
fail concurrently due to the single ber cut, the reconnection by using their logical
reconnect-links should not generate any loop. This can be ensured by selecting the
reconnect-links according to Theorem 5.2 stated in the last chapter. In addition,
FVSTR conguration should select the logical reconnect-link for each logical link
on the spanning tree such that they do not fail simultaneously.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of successful lightpath routing and FVSTR con-
guration in Ethernet over WDM networks, including a spanning tree and two
reconnect-links. It can be seen that if ber d c fails, logical link A C and B D
will fail simultaneously. This failure scenario can be recovered by using the logical
reconnect-link A   D for the failure of B   D and B   C for failure of A   C.
Note that these two logical reconnect-links are not routed over the physical ber
d   c. From the example we can observe that, in addition to lightpath routing
of logical links on the spanning tree, logical reconnect-links should be congured
at the Ethernet layer, and their routing must be established through the optical
layer.
Note that the lightpath routing at the optical layer and FVSTR conguration
at the Ethernet layer have an impact on each other. Therefore, they need to be
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considered as a joint optimization problem. In the next section, we would the
problem and give the mathematical model.
6.4 Problem Formulation
We formulate the problem as follows: Given one or more logical spanning
trees, nd logical reconnect-links corresponding to the failure of each
logical link on the spanning tree, and nd lightpath routing of logical
spanning tree links and reconnect-links to protect against any single
ber cut, such that the total number of wavelengths on the physical
bers in the network is minimized.
We assume that all the logical links are bi-directional, and a logical link between
nodes i and j is represented as (i; j). We assume each bi-directional physical link
consists of two arcs in the opposite direction and has the same capacity. Arc from
node i to j is represented as ~p(i; j). We also assume that the logical spanning
tree covers all the nodes in the network, which means that at least one lightpath
terminates and starts at each node. Since logical reconnect-links for spanning tree
can be built between any two nodes, we pre-compute the reconnect-link set Rst
for each logical link (s; t) on the spanning tree including all the possible reconnect-
links of (s; t). Then, for each reconnect-link (s0; t0) in Rst, we pre-compute its
corresponding reconnect-path RP s
0t0
st . Two variables need to be determined:
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s
0t0
st : binary variable, 
s0t0
st = 1 if logical link (s
0; t0) is built as logical reconnect-link
upon failure of logical link (s; t)
stij : binary variable, 
st
ij = 1 if logical link (s; t) is routed on physical arc ~p(i; j)
The objective function of the ILP model is to minimize the total number of














The constraints of the model include two types: Ethernet layer constraints and
Optical layer constraints. Ethernet layer constraints ensure that logical reconnect-
links are congured such that all the logical link failure scenarios can be recovered





st  1 8(s; t) 2 T k
The above constraints ensure that any logical link on the spanning tree should
have at least one logical reconnect-link. It can have multiple reconnect-links, since
there is a possibility that the logical link on the spanning tree fails simultaneously
with one of its logical reconnect-links. In this case, the end nodes of the failed
reconnect-link should notify another reconnect-link to reconnect the spanning tree.
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Ethernet layer is constraint to prevent loops after the spanning tree reconnec-
tion upon multiple link failures as shown below. Dene Fijst = 1 if link (s; t) is on
logical routing of node i and node j. The rst two constraints ensure that there
is a logical routing between any two end nodes of a ber, node i and node j, after
the failure of the ber p(i; j). The next two constraints ensure that the logical
routing between node i and node j includes reconnect-links and the number of
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The constraints ensure that if multiple logical links on the spanning tree are routed
over the same physical ber, the reconnect-links of these links form a spanning tree
to connect all the separated sub trees.
Optical layer constraints include routing constraints and survivable routing
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constraints. Survivable routing constraints ensure that any single ber cut does
not result in disconnection of the spanning tree. In other words, the condition that
lightpath routing of the logical link on the spanning tree and those of its logical
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Finally, there are also routing constraints at the optical layer for logical links on



















In this section, we study the eectiveness and network resource utilization of the
FVSTR mechanism applied to Ethernet over WDM networks using an ILP solver.
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We randomly generate various topologies with dierent sizes and density as the
physical topologies. Two randomly generated spanning trees are placed as the
logical spanning trees over the physical topology. We randomly select 5 dierent
physical topologies with each network size and density, and also randomly select
5 groups of spanning trees. The experiments are then run with these network
congurations, and the average values are reported.
We compare the FVSTRmechanism with two optical layer survivability schemes:
dedicated backup path (DBP) protection and shared backup path (SBP) protec-
tion. Dedicated backup path protection builds two link-disjoint lightpaths for each
logical link on the spanning tree. Upon failure of a primary lightpath, the back-
up lightpath is used as the logical link for trac transmission. The dedicated
backup path protection requires dedicated wavelength for each lightpath, while a
wavelength of backup lightpaths can be shared in shared backup path protection.
Table 6.1 shows the total number of wavelengths used on the links for 9-node
and 12-node physical topologies with dierent degrees, including the wavelengths
used for the logical links on the spanning tree and logical reconnect-links.
It can be observed from the table that Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Reconnection
(FVSTR) mechanism can save around 15% of wavelengths used in the network
than shared backup path (SBP) protection. Even though SBP allows wavelength
sharing among backup lightpaths, there is more capacity sharing within FVSTR
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Table 6.1: Total Number of Wavelengths
DBP SBP FVSTR
9-node deg=2 62 44 38
9-node deg=2.5 44 40 33
9-node deg=3 35 29 25
12-node deg=2 122 95 74
12-node deg=2.5 75 66 52
12-node deg=3 61 53 45
mechanism at the Ethernet layer. It is because FVSTR mechanism allows multiple
logical links on the spanning tree share the same reconnect-link as long as these
logical links will not fail simultaneously. It can also be seen that when physical
network density increases, the performance gap between FVSTR mechanism and
SBP decreases. This is because, in denser networks , SBP can have more routing
choices for each lightpath at the optical layer. In all the cases, DBP requires the
most number of lightpahts due to the fact that this mechanism does not support
sharing of backup wavelengths.
Table 6.2: Maximum Number of Wavlengths Used on a Link
DBP SBP FVSTR
9-node deg=2 7 5 5
9-node deg=2.5 6 4 3
9-node deg=3 4 3 3
12-node deg=2 10 8 7
12-node deg=2.5 7 4 3
12-node deg=3 5 3 2
Table 6.2 shows the maximum number of wavelengths used on a link in the
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network. With the FVSTR mechanism, the maximum number of wavelengths used
on one link is minimum which indicates that the network load is more balanced
with the FVSTR than DBP and SBP mechanisms.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed a survivability mechanism for Ethernet over WDM
networks. At the Ethernet layer, Fast Virtual Spanning Tree Reconnection proto-
col is used to reconnect the logical spanning tree upon any single or multiple logical
link failures on the spanning tree caused by a single physical ber cut. At the op-
tical layer, lightpath routing is coordinated with the FVSTR conguration at the
Ethernet layer to ensure that any single ber cut on the physical topology can be
resolved. We developed an integer linear programming model to solve the surviv-
ability problem of lightpath routing jointly with FVSTR conguration in Ethernet
over WDM networks. The numerical results show that FVSTR mechanism leads
to better network resource utilization and performs more eciently than optical
layer protection mechanisms.
Chapter7
Conclusions and Further Research
7.1 Conclusions
Metro Ethernet technology is becoming a promising candidate for the future metropoli-
tan area networks. In this thesis, we have developed survivability schemes which
can meet the requirements of Metro Ethernet networks.
We proposed a distributed local restoration mechanism for Metro Ethernet net-
works. Upon failure of a link, a switch restores trac to pre-congured backup
spanning trees locally. We presented the implementation details of the mechanism
and formulated the working spanning tree assignment and backup spanning tree
conguration problem as an ILP problem based on dierent backup tree selection
strategies (connection-based and destination-based). The problem was proved to
be NP-complete. We developed heuristic algorithms for each backup tree selection
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strategy. It is observed that both connection-based and destination-based local
restoration mechanisms have fast recovery speed and ecient bandwidth utiliza-
tion. The ecient bandwidth usage of the mechanism should be attributed to
backup capacity sharing in the mechanisms. Simulation results show that the gap
between the results from our heuristic algorithms and the optimal results is less
than 10%. It indicates that our heuristic algorithms perform closely to the optimal
one, which should be attributed to the way of link cost computation of the heuristic
algorithms. The simulation results on large scale and more realistic network shows
that a small number of spanning trees is sucient to achieve good performance.
Therefore the local restoration mechanism can achieve the goal of ecient capacity
utilization and scalability.
In order to satisfy the survivability requirements of Metro Ethernet with low
cost Ethernet switches, we also proposed a fast spanning tree reconnection (FSTR)
mechanism for Metro Ethernet networks. In the mechanism, a reconnect-link is
activated to reconnect the two separated subtrees to a whole spanning tree in case
of a single link failure. The mechanism can ensure fast failure recovery due to
the fact that only Ethernet switches on the reconnect-path need to be notied
and re-congured avoiding the switching table ushing and backward learning is
avoided. FSTR pre-conguration problem was formulated as an ILP problem, and
proved to be NP-Complete. The numerical results show that with lower imple-
mentation cost, FSTR can have similar performance as optimal RSTP on a single
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spanning tree and connection-based local restoration mechanism on multiple span-
ning trees. The results suggest that with only single link reconnection, the FSTR
mechanism can have close performance to the global optimal solution. We also
developed an ecient augmentation based algorithm that obtain close approxi-
mation to the optimal solution. This algorithm was compared with the optimal
model. The simulation results closely approximate the optimal results. The sig-
nicance of the FSTR mechanism, in addition to its fast recovery and eciency,
is its compatibility with o-the-shelf Ethernet switch with little modication and
ease of implementation.
We presented a resilient mechanism to handle double-link failures in Metro
Ethernet networks. The mechanism is based on Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection
mechanism, but solves the loop problem in the original FSTR mechanism upon
double-link failures. We proved that with some additional constraints during pre-
conguration, loops can be avoided when using the FSTR mechanism to handle
double-link failures. In addition, we developed a reconnect-link pre-conguration
model to provide a specied protection grade for the connections in the network.
The numerical results show that our model has the capability to pre-congure the
reconnect-links such that the protection requirement for each connection can be
satised with ecient utilization of the backup capacity.
To implement the survivability schemes in Metro Ethernet built over the optical
network infrastructures, we nally presented a two layer survivability architecture
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of Ethernet over WDM networks. The survivability mechanisms at the optical layer
and Ethernet layer coordinate with each other to provide ecient and guaranteed
protection upon single ber cut. The numerical results show that our proposal of
two layer integrated survivability mechanism on Ethernet over WDM network is
more resource ecient than the traditional optical layer protection mechanisms.
We have compared our local restoration and fast spanning tree reconnection
mechanism with each other and mechanisms proposed by other researchers. Local
restoration mechanism provides lower resource redundancy than other mechanisms
(full redundancy) with multiple spanning trees. FSTR has a similar network re-
dundancy to RSTPoptimal on single spanning tree (5% higher) and lower network
redundancy (10%) than link-based local restoration on multiple spanning trees.
Meanwhile, FSTR is simpler and its recovery speed is faster than traditional RST-
P.
7.2 Contributions of the Thesis
7.2.1 Local Restoration in Metro Ethernet
 A local restoration mechanism using multiple spanning trees for Metro Eth-
ernet networks has been proposed. It handles failure in a fast and distributed
way providing guaranteed 100% protection.
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 An NP-complete proof of local restoration conguration problem has been
given. Two heuristic algorithms (connection-based and destination-based)
have been developed.
7.2.2 Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection Mechanism
 We proposed a survivability scheme called Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection
(FSTR) mechanism which uses a single link to reconnect the spanning tree
upon a single link failure in Metro Ethernet networks.
 We proved that the FSTR pre-conguration problem is NP-complete and
developed an ecient augmentation based algorithm.
 We studied the deadlock problem of the FSTR mechanism upon double-link
and multiple-link failures, and developed a theorem to provide a loop free
FSTR conguration.
7.2.3 Survivability in Ethernet over WDM Optical Net-
works
 Based on the traditional two layer peer model, we developed an integrated
survivability mechanism for Ethernet over WDM optical networks which pro-
vide guaranteed protection upon any single ber cut through coordination of
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the two layers.
7.3 Future Research
It is acknowledged that the trac pattern used in this study is assumed to be
static. In MANs and WANs, the assumption is reasonable since trac in these
networks would not change drastically in a short time. However, the survivability
mechanism for Metro Ethernet Networks under dynamic trac pattern should also
be considered. Spanning tree reconguration should be made periodically to adapt
to the trac changes in the network. With dynamic trac, backup capacity can be
over-provisioned for guaranteed protection. Another possible solution is to reserve
backup capacity based on the statistical characteristic of the trac, and provide a
certain protection grade instead of 100% protection.
It should be noted that the survivability schemes for Metro Ethernet networks
proposed by us require a centralized manager to pre-congure the spanning tree
structures, map trac to each spanning tree. Since the traditional Ethernet has the
features of ease of conguration and plug-and-play, a distributed pre-conguration
of the survivable schemes in which a distributed protocol can be used replacing
the centralized manager is another future research direction. Consider the FSTR
mechanism, it is possible to let each Ethernet switch have the capability to deter-
mine its own reconnect-link independently. Therefore, a signaling protocol will be
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needed for the topology and trac information exchange among Ethernet switches,
and a decision algorithm can be used for each Ethernet switch to determine the
reconnect-link.
Currently, the survivable schemes and protocols for Metro Ethernet networks
proposed by us are based on theoretical analysis and simulation. Since our mech-
anisms are compatible with current Ethernet switches, it is possible to design a
testbed of the Metro Ethernet survivability system, similar to the Viking system,
and study its performance in a realistic network. Some improvements should be
done on Ethernet switch to support our mechanisms. With local restoration, Eth-
ernet switch should be implemented to have the capability of changing Ethernet
frame's VLAN ID. With FSTR, two tables should be congured in Ethernet switch,
and a module should be added to make Ethernet switch congure its switching ta-
ble based on the tables. . These algorithms can be run on commodity hardware.
We expect that the FSTR protocol should have faster recovery speed and better
bandwidth utilization than the widely-used RSTP even in a realistic environment.
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